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Preface: A GUIDE TO PRISM DOCUMENTATION 

PRISM documentation consists of a number of different manuals. 
These manuals provide the information necessary to install, 
operate, maintain, and service any PRISM mainframe and 
associated application modules. 

The PRISM documentation consists of the following: 

* The system user manual which includes a basic 
introduction to operating the PRISM mainframe, how to use 
the PRISM system-level menus, and reference information 

such as procedures to connect external devices, specifications, 

and a glossary of terms. 

¢ Online documentation that consists of notes that explain 
specific menu functions. 

¢ Application module user manuals that explain how to use 
the PRISM application modules. 

¢ Application software user manuals that describe the 
application software packages that can be used with the 
application modules. 

* Mnemonic disassembly instruction manuals that explain 
how to use the microprocessor support products that allow you 
to disassemble microprocessor signals into their assembly 

language equivalents. 

¢ Prototype debug tool user manuals that describe how to 
use the debug tools to troubleshoot and integrate software and 
hardware on your microprocessor-based prototype. 

¢ Service manuals that help qualified technicians maintain, 
troubleshoot, and repair PRISM mainframes and application 
modules. These manuals also contain procedures for 
performing incoming inspections, verifying performance 

specifications, and making system adjustments. 

32GPX User Manual vii
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If you are 

unfamiliar with the 
PRISM, refer to 

your system user 

manual. 

viii 

ABOUT THIS MANUAL 

This manual is part of the PRISM mainframe documentation set. 
This manual describes how to use the 32GPX Acquisition Module 
for the PRISM 3002 or 3001GPX mainframes. 

This manual does not describe the PRISM mainframe or other 
application modules for the PRISM. For more information about 
the mainframe and its other modules, refer to the PRISM System 
User Manual or the user manual for a specific application 
module. 

Manual Organization 
Section 1: Introduction. This section lists the major features 
of the 32GPX Acquisition Module and gives an overview of the 
module and the steps you need to do to use it. It also briefly 
discusses how to acquire data and display it, and describes 

optional application packages that are available for the PRISM 

system. 

Section 2: Quick Start. This section gets you started using 
the 32GPX Acquisition Module. It gives four examples that 
demonstrate the basic steps required to use the 32GPX module. 

Section 3: Reference. This section is reference material for 
using the 32GPX Acquisition Module. Itis arranged by tasks, 
such as using a trigger application, using global storage, and 
specifying synchronous clocking. The tasks are not necessarily 
arranged in the order in which you should do them. The 

introductory material in this section gives a brief description of 
each topic. 

Appendix A: Installation and Connections. This appendix 
provides detailed information about installing and loading 
software, connecting the P6490 General Purpose Probes, and 
probe grounding. 

Appendix B: Options and Accessories. This appendix lists 
the options and accessories for the 32GPX Acquisition Module 
and the P6490 General Purpose Probes. 

32GPX User Manual
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Appendix C: Error Messages. This appendix contains an 
alphabetical listing of error messages you may see while using 
the 32GPX Acquisition Module. When appropriate, these 
descriptions include suggestions for avoiding or fixing the 
problem. 

Appendix D: Specifications. This appendix list the electrical, 
mechanical, and environmental specifications for the 32GPX 
Acquisition Module and P6490 General Purpose Probes. 

Manual Conventions 
This manual uses the following terms: 

¢ The terms 32GPX and GPX refer to the 32GPX Acquisition 
Module. 

¢ The term GPX Setup menu refers to the GPX General 
Purpose Analysis Setup menu. 

* PRISM refers to any of the PRISM 3000 Series mainframes. 

¢ The term P6490 Probe refers to the P6490 General Purpose 
Probe. 

This symbol indicates the initial step in a procedure that an 
operator performs. 

ix
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CAUTION 
      

GENERAL SAFETY SUMMARY 

The general safety information in this summary is for operating and 

servicing personnel. Specific warnings and cautions can be found 

throughout the manual where they apply and may not appear in this 
summary. 

TERMS IN THIS MANUAL 
CAUTION statements identify conditions or practices that could result 

in damage to the equipment or other property. 

WARNING statements identify conditions or practices that could result 

in personal injury or loss of life. 

TERMS AS MARKED ON EQUIPMENT 
CAUTION indicates a hazard to property, including the equipment 

itself, and could cause minor personal injury. 

WARNING indicates solely a personal injury hazard not immediately 

accessible as you read the marking. 

DANGER indicates a personal injury hazard immediately accessible as 

you read the marking. 

SYMBOLS AS MARKED ON EQUIPMENT 

& DANGER—High voltage. 

@ Protective ground (earth) terminal. 

A ATTENTION—REFER TO MANUAL. 

GROUNDING THE PRODUCT 
This product is intended to operate from a power source that does not 

apply more than 250 volts rms between the supply conductors or 

between either supply conductor and ground. 

WARNING: This product is grounded through the grounding conductor 

of the power cord. To avoid electrical shock, plug the power cord into a 

properly wired receptacle. A protective-ground connection by way of 

the grounding conductor in the power cord is essential for safe 

operation. (L.E.C. Safety Class I) 

DANGER ARISING FROM LOSS OF GROUND 

Upon loss of the protective-ground connection, all accessible conductive 

parts (including knobs and controls that may appear to be insulated) 

can render an electric shock. 

32GPX User Manual
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POWER DISCONNECT 
The main power disconnect is by means of the power cord or, if 

provided, an ac power switch. 

USE THE PROPER POWER CORD 
Use only the power cord and connector specified for your product. Use 

only a power cord that is in good condition. CSA Certification includes 

the equipment and power cords appropriate for use on the North 

America power network. All other power cords supplied are approved 

for the country of use. 

USE THE PROPER FUSE 
To avoid fire hazard use only a fuse of the correct type, voltage rating, 

and current rating. 

USE THE PROPER VOLTAGE SETTING 
Make sure the line selector is in the proper position for the power 

source being used. 

REMOVE LOOSE OBJECTS 

During disassembly or installation procedures, screws or other small 

objects may fall to the bottom of the mainframe. To avoid shorting out 
the power supply, do not power on the instrument until such objects 

have been removed. 

DO NOT OPERATE WITHOUT COVERS 
To avoid personal injury or damage to the product, do not operate this 

product with covers or panels removed. 

USE CARE WITH COVERS REMOVED 

To avoid personal injury, remove jewelry such as rings, watches, and 

other metallic objects before removing the cover. Do not touch exposed 

connections and components within the product while the power cord is 

connected. 

REMOVE FROM OPERATION 
If you have reason to believe that the instrument has suffered a 

component failure, do not operate the instrument until the cause of the 

failure has been determined and corrected. 

DO NOT OPERATE IN EXPLOSIVE ATMOSPHERES 

To avoid explosion, do not operate this product in an explosive 

atmosphere unless it has been specifically certified for such operation. 

xi
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INTRODUCTION 

The PRISM 32GPX Acquisition Module (GPX) is a test and 
measurement tool capable of making high-speed timing and state 
acquisitions across 80 channels. Using an optional circuit board, 
you can interconnect two GPX modules in your 3002 mainframe 
to allow data acquisition on 160 channels. You can select 80 or 
160 channels via a menu. Key features of the GPX are listed 

below: 

Single-board configuration: 

* 80 channels at 200 MHz transitional timing 

* 16 channels at 1 GHz conventional timing 

* 80 channels at 80 MHz state 

Two-board configuration (3002 mainframe only): 

* 160 channels at 200 MHz transitional timing 

* 32 channels at 1 GHz conventional timing 

¢ 160 channels at 80 MHz state 

Either configuration: 

¢ simultaneous state and timing acquisitions using same probe 

¢ real-time performance analysis (optional) 

* General Purpose Prototype Debug Tool (optional) 

If you design, debug, and manufacture digital or microprocessor- 
based products, a GPX module is an excellent choice for your 
PRISM system. Using the GPX, you can perform the following 
tasks : 

* software verification 

* software debugging 

* software optimization 

* hardware analysis 

* hardware verification 

¢ hardware debugging 

* hardware/software integration 

* microprocessor integration 

* multiprocessor integration 
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1-2 

The GPX can acquire data from microprocessors with 8-, 16-, and 

32-bit wide data buses. Using the dual time base feature, you 

can acquire the data using synchronous and transitional modes 

without double probing. By using the transitional storage 

feature, in which data is stored only when the state of the input 

signals changes instead of at every sample interval, you can 

capture data over long periods of time while maintaining 

maximum resolution. The standard version of the GPX can store 

up to 4K samples in synchronous mode and up to 8K samples in 

transitional mode. The optional deep memory version of the GPX 

can store up to 16K samples in synchronous mode and up to 32K 

samples in transitional mode. This data is time-stamped and 

correlated with data from other modules in the PRISM system. 

When you have a GPX module in your system, you can use a 
number of optional application packages, such as microprocessor 

mnemonic disassemblers, a prototype debug tool (PDT), and 

performance analysis software. These are described in more 
detail in Using Optional Applications later in this section. 

The remainder of this section briefly discusses the major tasks 
required to use the GPX module. Each of these tasks is 
discussed in more detail later in the manual. 

CONNECTING TO THE SYSTEM UNDER TEST 

Four P6490 General Purpose Probes (see Figure 1-1) provide the 
general-purpose interface to the system under test for state and 
timing acquisitions (including 1 GHz acquisitions). Also, the 
probes connect to probe adapters that are used with a wide range 

of microprocessor disassemblers. For detailed information about 

the connecting the probe and its accessories, refer to Appendix A: 

Installation and Connections. 
  

  

    
  

Figure 1-1. P6490 General Purpose Probe with leadset. 
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SETTING UP THE GPX 

The PRISM is a menu-driven system, and the menu for 

controlling GPX functions is located in the Setup menu group. 
To view the GPX Setup menu, press the Setup key in the MENU 
group. Then position the field cursor on the menu name and use 
the Select keys to scroll to the GPX General Purpose Analysis 
Setup menu. Refer to Figure 1-2 for a typical GPX Setup menu 
display. 

  

     TN 

Time Base A: Transitional Initial Storags: On 

Trigger Location : (ERETEETETENN | 
Trigger Specification   

Trigger on 

HEX HEX HEX 

A 0 c 

Sample 0 eque ! to: [EYEFEYE) CEENEEEE] GEE 

Duration of sample must be > CICECED B 

  Examp e 

Samp le 0 Samp le 0 
X X X X 

— Winimum Duration — 
a Trigger 

  

  
        

  

Figure 1-2. GPX Setup Menu. 

You use the GPX Setup menu to define events that cause the 
GPX to trigger and store data. It controls selections such as: 

¢ module width (80 or 160 channels) 

* acquisition memory depth 

e trigger applications mode or programmable trigger mode 

¢ single or dual time bases 

* initial storage 
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Example for Trigger 

Sample 0 

<Trigger 

on Sample (T'rigger 

1-4 

Application 1) 

e assignment of triggering to time base 

* selection of a trigger application or trigger specification 

program 

In addition to the main Setup menu there are four submenus, 

selected by function keys. These perform specific functions. 

¢ Sync Clocking—specifies synchronous clocking equations that 

are used to log and acquire data and end a cycle. This 

submenu is available only if Time Base A is operating in 

Synchronous acquisition mode. 

e Clocking Options—provides clocking selections if you are 

using an optional microprocessor support package 
(disassembler). This submenu is available only if 

microprocessor clocking is assigned to Time Base A. 

* Channel Grouping—defines channel groups that are used for 

word recognizers and for displaying acquired data, assigns 

groups to time bases, and informs the GPX about the 

threshold levels in your system under test. 

¢ Global Storage—when using synchronous acquisition mode, 

you can specify a sample condition that is applied to acquired 

data to determine whether or'not the data is stored. When 

using transitional acquisition mode, you can mask channels so 

that changes on those channels do not cause samples to be 

stored. 

SPECIFYING TRIGGERS 

One advantage of a logic analyzer over a simple oscilloscope is 

that you can specify the trigger event in terms that are more 

sophisticated than a rising or falling edge. However, the process 

of setting up a trigger program that takes the measurement you 

want can be time consuming. 

The GPX simplifies this process with its Trigger Applications 

mode. It provides a list of programmed trigger applications from 

which you select an application that fits your need. The trigger 

programming is done for you. 

If your application requires trigger programming not available in 

one of the applications, you can use the Programmable Trigger 

mode to customize a trigger specification. You select a trigger 

application that is close to what you require, and then switch to 

Programmable Trigger mode. The trigger application is 

converted to a trigger program that you can modify by adding 

and removing states, tests, conditions, and actions. 
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ACQUIRING DATA 

After you use the Setup menu to specify your trigger(s), you can 
start an acquisition by pressing one of the EXECUTE keys. If 
you press the Start/Stop key, the PRISM system acquires data 
until the trigger event (or events) you specified in the Setup 
menu is found. When the event is found, the PRISM fills its 
acquisition memory, then stops and displays acquired data. If 
you press the Start/Stop key during the acquisition, the PRISM 
stops immediately, regardless of whether or not the trigger event 
is found, and displays the acquired data. 

There are two other modes for taking acquisitions: Auto-Run and 
Continuous. If you press the Auto key, the PRISM fills the 
acquisition memory when the trigger event occurs and then 
compares the acquisition memory to reference memory. Based 
on the result of this comparison, the system performs an action 
that is determined by choices you make in the Execution Control 
Setup menu. 

The other acquisition mode is Continuous. If you press the Cont 
key, the PRISM continuously acquires and displays data. You 
set up the parameters controlling the Auto Run (Auto) mode in 
the Execution Control Setup menu. 

For complete details about using these modes to acquire data, 
refer to Section 3: Acquiring Data in your PRISM system user 
manual. 
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In addition to the 
display menus 

described, there may 
be other display 

menus available 
depending on the 

application modules 

you are using. 

DISPLAYING YOUR DATA 

The Display menus let you view acquired data in different 

formats. The Display menus available are determined by the 

PRISM applications you are using. With the GPX, you can view 

data in the following menus: 

State Table menu—displays the logical values of channel 

groups in table form. See Figure 1-3. Group values can be 

displayed in binary, extended binary-coded decimal interchange 

(EBCDIC), octal, hexadecimal, ASCII, or symbolic 

representation. You can also turn off the display of a group. If 

you are using an optional disassembly package, the disassembler 

output is also displayed in the State Table menu. The state table 

is most frequently used to display the data flow of a digital 

system, such as the software execution on a microcomputer 

board. 
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Figure 1-3. 
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State Table menu. 
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Timing Diagram menu—shows a graphic representation of 
data states and timing relationships as a digital waveform. See 
Figure 1-4. The timing diagram is most frequently used in 

hardware analysis. 
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Figure 1-4. Timing Diagram menu. 
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Graph menu—displays acquired data in a graph with the group 
values plotted against the acquisition memory locations. See 
Figure 1-5. You can manipulate your data in the following ways: 

* display up to three groups from any module or reference 
memory, either together or separately 

¢ move or scale groups vertically 

* horizontally scale the groups from a full display of the group 
down to one value per division 

* horizontally offset the data from a module by location in 
relation to data from other modules 

* plot data as dots, dots connected algorithmically with straight 
lines, or as a continuous smooth line 

* view data as unsigned or twos complement signed data 

* reverse the polarity of the data 
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USING OPTIONAL APPLICATION PACKAGES 

Tektronix offers a number of different application software 
packages for use in the PRISM system. When you purchase 
application software, you receive a floppy disk containing the 
software, a user manual, and microprocessor-specific leadsets 
and probes (if appropriate). 

Microprocessor Mnemonic Disassembly Support 
The mnemonic disassembly packages provide hardware and 
software mnemonic disassembly formats. Most disassembly 
packages include a microprocessor-specific probe adapter, which 
supplies the hardware necessary to acquire data from the 
microprocessor. Probe adapters to support most package styles 
(socketed and soldered) are available. For information about 
microprocessors currently supported by the GPX, contact your 
local Tektronix representative. 

Prototype Debug Tool 
The Prototype Debug Tool (PDT) gives you a powerful means of 
debugging microprocessor-based prototypes. It consists of one to 
four PDT probes that plug into your prototype ROM sockets, and 
PDT software that is loaded into the PRISM mainframe. The 
PDT probes contain RAM that emulates your prototype ROM. 
With the PDT probe(s) replacing your ROMs, you can run and 
control your microprocessor system to debug your program 
interactively. When you are satisfied with the tested and 
updated code, you can copy the program from the PDT memory 
to a disk file for use in programming (burning) final ROMs. 

PDT lets you interact with your prototype system without 
interfering with the system's normal operation. When you use 
the PDT, you can do the following: 

 fill, patch, and dump the contents of emulated ROM memory 

* reset your system under test 

o transfer code between your emulated ROM and the PRISM 

file system 

* load and execute software tests for bus, timing, and system 
performance analysis 

¢ debug your system under test, using other tools available in 

your PRISM system together with the PDT 

¢ download a third-party debug monitor into emulated EPROM 
and use the monitor to control your prototype system 
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LA-CONNECT 
LA-CONNECT consists of two applications, LA-LINK and CSI- 
LINK, that convert symbol file information from third-party 
compilers and assemblers to the Tektronix logic analyzer symbol 
format. By downloading key symbolic information generated by 
the compiler to the PRISM, you can correlate the trace 
information displayed by the PRISM back to the original source 
code, including high-level symbol information such as C function 
names, line numbers, or assembly-level symbols. 

LA-CONNECT also converts one object module format to 
another. This is useful for generating a compatible object module 
that can be loaded into your target system, and EPROM burner, 
or other device. 

Performance Analysis 

Performance Analysis is an effective means of identifying where 
your system needs optimizing. Using the PRISM Performance 
Analysis application, you can perform the following optimization 
tasks: 

¢ record events as they occur in the system under test 

* statistically analyze the activity of the system under test in 
real time to identify inefficient routines 

¢ determine execution times and monitor their effects 

¢ analyze memory use 

* observe the bus efficiency of program instructions 

* monitor the effects of interrupts and/or other asynchronous 

events 

¢ count the occurrences or duration of a software event 

PA offers two ways to analyze your system under test: real-time 
and statistical sampling. 

Real-time sampling acquires every data sample, processes it in 
the background, and displays the activity level of your system. It 
shows each sample as it is acquired; there is no dead time (post- 
processing of data after acquisition). 

Statistical sampling is a batch operation, since it fills the 
acquisition memory with data that was qualified by the PRISM 
trigger setup, processes this data, then combines the new results 
with any existing results. The results show the average activity 
of many samples. 
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You can use LA-LINK (see previous discussion) to extract range 

symbol information from your compiled source code and convert 

it for use with PA. You can load a PA application into each of 

your GPX modules (up to four with a PRISM 3002C/P and an 

Expansion mainframe) and use the PA menu to start and stop 

the four PA applications simultaneously. 

By using these configurations separately or in combination, you 

have a flexible tool for optimizing and debugging code. With the 

Performance Analysis application, you can analyze memory use, 

measure the execution times of various code modules, and 
determine the most effective place to concentrate your code- 
optimizing efforts. 

30C02 GPIB Support 
The General Purpose Interface Bus COMM Pack plugs into the 

back of the PRISM mainframe. It provides parallel 
communications between your PRISM system and a remote host 

computer via the IEEE-488 bus. Using the 1200C02 GPIB 

COMM Pack and the 30C02 GPIB software, the PRISM system 

acts as a talker and a listener to your host system. With the 
COMM Pack and GPIB software, you can use your host to control 
the GPIB and the PRISM system. 

1-11
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Section 2: QUICK START 

You can use the GPX to assist in performing many tasks, such as 
software and hardware verification, debugging, and integration. 
Although the tasks may differ, you must do the following steps 
before using the GPX: 

EXAMPLE 1: 

32GPX User Manual 

1. Connect the probes. Connect the P6490 General Purpose 
Probes between the PRISM mainframe and the system 
under test. 

2. Set the threshold voltages. For the GPX to operate 
correctly, you must tell it what threshold voltages are used 
in your system under test. 

3. Define channel groups. You select acquisition channels, 
assign them to groups, and give these groups meaningful 

names. The groups you create are used in many of the GPX 
and PRISM system menus and displays. 

4. Specify the trigger. A trigger allows you to store data 
associated with a particular event or events. The GPX has 
a selection of trigger applications that are preprogrammed 
to meet most triggering needs. However, you may 
encounter a problem that cannot be solved by the existing 
trigger applications. If this happens, you can customize one 
of the trigger applications to solve your special triggering 
requirements. 

The following examples demonstrate how to set up the GPX 
module. At the beginning of each example is a list of the tasks 
that you will learn to do. Each example builds on the knowledge 
gained from doing the preceding example. Therefore, you should 
do the examples in sequence. 

SETTING UP THE GPX 

In the following example you will learn how to: 

connect probes and leadsets 

use activity detection 

set thresholds 

define channel groups 

Connecting Probes and Leadsets 

The P6490 Probes are color-coded and keyed to simplify 
identifying and connecting them. A label on the PRISM 
mainframe indicates where each color-coded probe connects. You 
can connect up to four probes to each GPX module. 
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CAUTION 
      

The probe connector should be attached to the 
PRISM GPX module when power to the PRISM 
mainframe is off. If the power is on when you 
connect the probe connector to the GPX module 
and the connectors are misaligned horizontally, 

electrical components in the probe and GPX 
module may be damaged. 

Figure 2-1 shows a P6490 Probe connected between the PRISM 
mainframe and a system under test. To connect the probes, do 
the following steps: 

1. Connect your probe(s) to the connectors in the PRISM 
mainframe. Ensure that the key is facing up when 
connecting the probes. 

NOTE 

Although the probe connectors are keyed, it is 
possible to plug them into the upper connectors 
upside down. While this will not cause any 

damage, the probes will not work. 

2. If the probe leadsets are not connected to the probe bodies, 

connect them. Be sure to observe the color-coding on each 
(for example, connect the leadset with the gray label to the 
probe body with the gray label). 

You can connect the probe leadset to your system under test 
using the podlet holders that come assembled on your leadset. 
Or, you can remove some or all of the podlets from the holders 

and connect the podlets to 0.025-inch square pins on your system 
under test. If you are connecting to components, you can connect 
the podlets to the KlipChip™ adapters and attach these to your 
system under test. Podlets may be connected to your system 

under test while the PRISM is on. 

3. Connect the probe leads to the the signal lines on your 
system under test. For information about grounding the 
probe, refer to Appendix A: Grounding the P6490 Probe. 
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Figure 2-1. P6490 Probe connections. 

Setting the Thresholds 
For the GPX to acquire samples properly, you must tell it the 
threshold voltages used in your system under test. You do this 
by setting the threshold voltages in the Channel Grouping 
submenu using the following procedure: 

1. Power up the PRISM system. If you do not have a hard 

drive, which boots your system automatically, load the GPX 
software from its floppy disk. (For detailed information 
about installing and loading software, refer to 

Appendix A: Installation and Connections.) 

  

2. Press the Setup Menu key to display the Setup menu. 

3. Use the CURSOR keys to move the field cursor to the Setup 
field at the top of the display. 
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4. Press the Return key. A pop-up select menu is displayed. 

Use the SELECT keys to highlight the GPX module you 

want to set up. Press the Return key again to make the 

selection. The GPX General Purpose Analysis Setup menu 

is displayed. 

5. Press F6: Channel Grouping to display the Channel 

Grouping submenu. Your display should be similar to that 

shown in Figure 2-2. 

The Threshold field is located near the top of the display. If you 

select Single for the threshold, a select field appears below the 

threshold field. The GPX uses the threshold voltage you select in 

this field for all the probe and clock thresholds. You can choose 

from one of the fixed voltages (TTL, ECL, or CMOS) or you can 

use the Variable selection to specify a particular voltage. 

6. Select Single for the Threshold field. 

7. Select the threshold voltage. 
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Using Activity Indicators 
To the right of the Threshold field in the Channel Grouping 
submenu, are four groups that correspond to the four P6490 
Probes. The groups are arranged in the same order as the probe 
connectors on the side of the PRISM mainframe. Below each 
channel in these groups is a bar called an activity indicator. If 
there is signal activity on the channel, the bar switches between 
a low position (logic 0) and a high position (logic 1). These 
activity indicators allow you to make a quick visual check of the 
overall activity on the probe channels. 

If the activity indicator shows no activity, it may be that there is 
no signal voltage, an incorrect threshold voltage level, or the 
channel lead is not connected. If all the channels associated with 
a probe are inactive, check the probe connections at the PRISM 

mainframe; the probes with blue or orange color coding may be 
plugged into the connectors upside down. 

Defining Channel Groups 
Use the Channel Grouping submenu to select individual 
acquisition channels and organize them into logical groups. The 
channels you select to group should be the same ones that you 
connected to your system under test (refer to Connecting Probes 
and Leadsets earlier in this section). By assigning meaningful 
names to the groups, your data is easy to identify in the menus 
and displays. You also use the Channel Grouping submenu to 
assign channel groups to trigger time bases. To add or delete 
groups and channels, use function keys F1 through F6. 

1. Use the CURSOR keys to move the field cursor to a group 
just preceding where you want a new group created. 

2. Press F5: Add Group. A new group containing one channel 
(section C2, channel 0) is added. 

3. To change the section number or channel, use the CURSOR 

keys to move the cursor to the field you want to change and 
enter your choice. 

4. To add the next most significant channel (one to the left of 
the channel on which the cursor is positioned), press 
F1: Insert Channel. Or to add the next least significant 
channel (one to the right of the channel on which the cursor 
is positioned), press F2: Add Next Channel. 

5. To delete a channel, use the CURSOR keys to move the 

field cursor to the channel you want to delete. Press 
F3: Delete Channel. 
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6. To change the name of the group, use the CURSOR keys to 

move the field cursor to the beginning of the highlighted 

Group Name field and enter the name for the group. 

7. To delete a group, use the CURSOR keys to move the field 

cursor to a field in the group. Press F6: Delete Group. 

8. To restore the original default groups, press F'4: Default 

Grouping. A message displays asking you to confirm this 

operation. If you confirm it, any groups you created but did 

not save will be deleted. 

9. Press F8: Exit submenu to return to the GPX Setup menu. 

In Figure 2-3, default channel groups A and D were deleted, 

using the F6: Delete Group function key. Default group C was 

renamed Test and default group C TBB was retained. This 

results in two groups containing identical sections and channels, 

with Test assigned to Time Base A and C TBB assigned to Time 

Base B. These groups are used in the following screen displays. 
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Figure 23. Channel Grouping submenu showing a user-defined group named Test and 
the default group C TBB. 
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EXAMPLE 2: ACQUIRING AND DISPLAYING DATA 

In the following example you will learn: 

¢ what a trigger application is 

* how to start an acquisition 

¢ how to display data in a Timing Diagram 

Using a Trigger Application 
A trigger application is a preprogrammed trigger specification 
that simplifies defining the trigger for the GPX. The GPX 
provides a variety of trigger applications to meet your triggering 

needs. 

In this example, the default trigger application, I Trigger on 

sample [Timing], is used. 

@ 1. The GPX Setup menu should be displayed (see Figure 2-4). 
If not, press the Setup Menu key and, if necessary, use the 

T SELECT key to select the GPX Setup menu. 
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Figure 2-4. GPX Setup menu. 
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The type classification of each trigger application is shown in 

brackets to the right of its name. Note that Time Base A is 

preset to Transitional (asynchronous acquisition mode), since the 

type of the default trigger application is Timing. 

The trigger specification is surrounded by a box in the middle of 

the display. For the Trigger on sample application, you define 

the sample on which you want to trigger in the highlighted fields. 

The default values are all Xs (Don't Cares). Using these default 

values, the GPX triggers on anything. 

2. If the default values are not Xs, change them to X by 
moving the cursor to the fields and entering Xs. 

Making an Acquisition 
Now that you have connected the probes, set the threshold 

voltages, defined the channel groups, and specified the trigger, 
you are ready to make an acquisition. 

1. Press the Start/Stop Execute key. This starts an 
acquisition. 

The PRISM system displays an Acquisition Status menu, which 

gives information about the status of the trigger. When the 

trigger occurs, the GPX completes the acquisition and displays 

the State Table menu. Since a timing trigger application was 

selected, the data would be viewed as a Timing Diagram. 

2. If the field cursor is not in the Display field at the top of the 

screen, use the CURSOR keys to move it there. Then use 

the T SELECT key to select the Timing Diagram menu. 

3. The acquired data is displayed as a Timing Diagram. 
Figure 2-5 shows a Timing Diagram menu displaying a 
user-defined group named Test. 

4. Use the SELECT knob to scroll the displayed data, if 

necessary. 

For detailed information about using the Timing Diagram menu, 

refer to Section 4: Displaying Data in your system user manual. 

5. Press the Setup Menu key to return to the GPX Setup 
menu. 
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Figure 2-5. Timing Diagram menu. The timing data was acquired using the Trigger on sample 
application (all sample values set to Xs). The group, Test, was defined in the Channel 
Grouping submenu. 
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SELECTING A STATE TRIGGER APPLICATION 

AND DEFINING SYNCHRONOUS CLOCKING 

In the following example you will learn: 

« how to select a trigger application 

* how to select state application clocking 

* how to define synchronous clocking 

¢ how to select a clocking option 

* how to display data in a State Table 

Selecting a Trigger Application 

The timing trigger applications use transitional (asynchronous) 

acquisition mode. You usually use this type of application for 

hardware analysis. Data acquired with a timing trigger 

application is usually viewed in the Timing Diagram menu. 

The state trigger applications use synchronous acquisition mode. 

This mode uses a sample clock external to the GPX (usually a 

clock in your system under test). You use this type of trigger 

application to monitor the data and control flow of a digital 

system, such as software execution on a microcomputer board. 

Data acquired with a state trigger application is usually viewed 

in the State Table menu. 

This example uses an application similar to the timing trigger 

application used previously in Example 2. However, this 

application is a state application, which uses an external, 
synchronous clock to make acquisitions. 

1. Use the CURSOR keys to move the cursor to the field 

containing the trigger application number and name (just 

below Trigger Applications). 

2. Press Return to display a pop-up select menu listing the 

trigger applications. 

3. Use the | SELECT key to highlight 12 Trigger on sample 

[State]. 

4. Press Return to make the selection. 
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Note that Time Base A is preset to Synchronous acquisition 

mode, since this is a state trigger application. 

5. For the Trigger on sample application, you define the 

sample that you want to trigger on in the highlighted fields. 

The default values are all Xs (Don't Cares). Using the 

default values, the GPX triggers on anything. 

6. If the default values are not Xs, change them to X by 

moving the cursor to each field and entering an X. 

Selecting State Application Clocking 

Since you are using a state trigger application, synchronous 

clocking parameters must be set. You also must connect the 

clock input on one or more of the probes to the clock signal on 

your system under test. 

If you have not loaded optional microprocessor support software 

into the GPX module, do the following Sync Clocking procedure. 

If you have loaded microprocessor support software, the 

synchronous clocking parameters are automatically set. Use the 

Clocking Options submenu to select optional features provided 

by the microprocessor support software (see Clocking Options 

following Sync Clocking). 
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Sync Clocking 

1. Press F4: Sync Clocking to display the Synchronous 
Clocking submenu. See Figure 2-6. 
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Figure 2-6. Synchronous Clocking submenu. 

The GPX has four clock lines (one on each of the probes) that are 
edge-sensitive and can be connected to any point on your system 
under test. You can select whether data sampling occurs on the 
rising edge ( /) or the falling edge ( "\ ) of the clock signal. 
When using synchronous acquisition mode, you must connect at 
least one clock line to a clock signal in your system under test. 

2. Use the CURSOR keys to move the field cursor to the first 
field in the clock equation. 

3. Use the Tor L SELECT key to select the rising edge (/") or 
the falling edge ( \) of the clock signal. 

4. Move to the next field and select which clock you want to 
use for synchronous triggering. Be sure the clock line you 
select is connected to your system under test. (Clock lines 
are labeled on the probe interface housing of the leadset.) 
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There are four, level-sensitive qualifier lines (C2_0, C2_1, C2_2, 

and C2_3) that are combined (ANDed) with the clock line. The 

default value for the qualifier lines is X (Don't Care). The other 

choices are 1 (logic high) and 0 (logic low). You can use the 

qualifiers to specify precisely when the data is sampled. For this 

example, leave the qualifier lines all Xs. 

5. Press F8: Exit Submenu to return to the GPX Setup menu. 

Clocking Options 

If you have optional microprocessor support software loaded into 

the GPX module, the GPX automatically sets synchronous 

clocking parameters and the F4: Clocking Options function key is 

active. The Clocking Options submenu allows you to select from 

options provided by the microprocessor support software. Since 

these options vary, depending on the support software you have 

loaded, the choices in the Clocking Options menu vary. 

Figure 2-7 shows the Clocking Options submenu for the 68040 

microprocessor support software. 

  

  

Time Base A: 68040 Initial Storage: On 
Time B: oft 
Trigger Location: ||     
  T rigger Specitication 

Trigger on 

HEX HEX PATTERN  HEX 
Address Data Control Misc_c 

sampfe 0 squal to: 

e Clocking Optlions ===y 

68040 /EC/LC Microprocessor Clocking Support 

68040 Addr/Data Bus Mode: 

Alt. Bus Master Cycles : CERNITITENEEG—_— 

== 
Exit 

Submanu 

        
Figure 27. Clocking Options submenu. 
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Displaying Data in a State Table 
Now that you defined the synchronous clocking for the state 
trigger application, you are ready to make an acquisition. 

1. Press the Start/Stop Execute button to start an acquisition. 

The PRISM system displays an Acquisition Status menu. When 
the trigger occurs, the acquisition is completed. If the message 
Slow Clock appears in the Acquisition Status menu, your data 
probably is not being clocked. Check that the clock line is 
connected to your system under test and that you have the clock 
line selected in the Synchronous Clocking submenu. 

Since you selected a state trigger application, you want to see 
data displayed as a State Table. However, the GPX displays the 
Timing Diagram menu, since it was the last Display menu used. 

2. If the field cursor is not in the Display field at the top of the 
screen, use the CURSOR keys to move it there. Then use 

the T SELECT key to select the State Table menu. 

3. The acquired data is displayed as a State Table. Figure 2-8 
shows a State Table menu displaying the user-defined 
group, Test. 

4. Use the SELECT knob to scroll the data up or down. 

For detailed information about using the State Table menu, refer 
to Section 4: Displaying Data in your system user manual. 
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Figure 2-8. State Table menu. 
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APPLICATION 

In addition to separate state and timing applications, the GPX 
provides five applications that combine state and timing. The 
following is an example of using a combined state and timing 
application. 

1. Press the Setup Menu key. 

2. If the GPX Setup menu is not displayed, use the CURSOR 
keys to move the field cursor to the Setup field. Select the 

GPX Setup menu using the SELECT keys (or press Return 
to use the pop-up select menu). 

3. Use the CURSOR keys to move the cursor to the field 
containing the trigger application number and name (just 
below Trigger Applications). 

4. Press Return to display a pop-up select menu listing the 
trigger applications. 

5. Use the | SELECT key to highlight 23 Store Timing data 

before and after State sample [State + Timing]. 

6. Press Return to make the selection. 

Note that Time Base A is preset to Synchronous and Time 
Base B is preset to Transitional. This trigger application uses 
synchronous acquisition mode while looking for the sample you 
specify. When the sample is found, the GPX triggers the PRISM 
system, turns Time Base B Storage on, and uses transitional 
acquisition mode to store timing data for 200 ns around the 
trigger. 

7. If you want to add new channel groups or redefine any of 
your channel groups, you must do so before entering the 
sample data for the trigger application. If you do not 
remember how to do this, refer to Defining Channel Groups 
in Example 1 of this section. 

8. Since this combined application uses synchronous 
acquisition mode for Time Base A, you must set up the 
synchronous clocking using the Synchronous Clocking 

submenu. Refer to Selecting State Application Clocking in 
Example 3 of this section if you need help. 

9. In the Trigger Specification section of the GPX Setup menu, 
enter the sample data that you want the GPX to trigger on. 
This example uses all Xs (Don't Cares). See Figure 2-9. 
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; SETUP S T T fi 

I 

  

A: Synchronous 
Time Base B: Trans 
Trigger Location 

      

n Depth: (= 

on 
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: Time Base A 

  

  

  

Trigger spec 

Wait for 

Samp le 0 equal to: 

While storing State data 

HEX 
A 

Store Time Base B for 200 ns and trigger 

  Examp le 

Time Base A: 
samp ls 0 

T Trigger 

  
        

  

Figure 2:9. GPX Setup menu showing sample data entered. 

After you have defined your channel groups, specified 

synchronous clocking, and entered the sample data, you can 

make an acquisition. 

10. Press the Start/Stop key. The PRISM system displays the 

Acquisition Status menu. When the acquisition is 

completed, Display menu shows. 

11. If the Timing Diagram menu is not displayed, use the 

CURSOR keys to move the field cursor to the Display field. 

Use the SELECT keys (or press Return to use the pop-up 

select menu) to select the Timing Diagram menu. 

The GPX has triggered on the state sample data you specified 

and stored timing data for 200 ns around the trigger, using Time 

Base B. To see this timing data, you must view the group that 

you assigned to Time Base B. In this example, the group is 

C TBB. 

12. Move the field cursor to the first trace name. 

13. Press Return to display a pop-up select menu. 
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14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

Select the channel from the group assigned to Time Base B 
that you want displayed in this position. 

Press Return to make the selection. 

Move the field cursor to the next trace name. 

Repeat the procedure in steps 13 through 16 until all the 
channels in the group are displayed. 

The Timing Diagram shows the timing data around the trigger. 
See Figure 2-10. 
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Time /Div: 
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Fu 
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Figure 2-10. Timing Diagram menu. 
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Displaying Timing Data in Bus Form 

If you want to check the overall activity for a group, you can 

display a composite trace called a bus form, which comprises all 

the traces within the specified channel group. 

1. Move the field cursor to a trace label field where you want 

the bus form to be displayed. 

2. Press Return to display a pop-up select menu. 

. Use the SELECT keys to highlight the group name for the 

bus form you want to display. The default bus form labels 

consist of just the group name. 

  

4. Press Return to make the selection. The bus form for the 

group you selected is displayed. Figure 2-11 shows the bus 

form for the user-defined group, Test. 

  

Knob = Scroll E= 0ispLAY : INTENCNEYIY] 

Memory Displayed: ACOMEM Pcursor 1 = EIEXEFEE ns 
First Trace Displayed: OO Cursor 2 = QARRRKRA) ne 

Time /Div: 100 nS Cursor a = 1.260 ps 
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Dispiay 

  
Figure 2-11. Timing Diagram showing bus form for user-defined group, Test. 
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Displaying State Data in a Timing Diagram 
When viewing data in a timing diagram, you can display state 
information at the active cursor location. This information is 
displayed in the STATE Display field, just above the trace 
displays. To enable the State Display field in the timing 
diagram, do the following procedure: 

1. Press F7: Display Formats in the Timing Diagram menu to 
open the Display Format submenu. 

2. Use the CURSOR keys to move the field cursor to the 
STATE Display field. 

Use the T SELECT key to select On. 

Move the cursor to the STATE Display Module field and 
select the source for the STATE Display field. 

5. Press F8: Exit Submenu to return to the Timing Diagram 
menu. The STATE Display field is added just above the 
trace displays, showing the state information at the active 
cursor location. See Figure 2-12. 

= 0ispLaY : ENENIISCNIXEYY] === Knob = Scroll % 

Memory Displayed: ACQMEM [ PCursor 1 = EEEFEFEE] ns 
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Figure 212. Timing Diagram showing STATE Display field turned on. 
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REFERENCE 

This section is reference material for using the GPX. It contains 
detailed information about various tasks you may need to do to 
setup the GPX for your application. The following tasks are 
discussed: 

¢ Using the GPX Setup menu. This overview of the GPX 
Setup menu includes a description of the Setup menu, how to 
view it, and a discussion of its major components. 

* Using a trigger application. Topics include why you 
should use trigger applications, types of trigger applications, 
selecting a trigger application, entering data, and brief 
descriptions of the function keys available in Trigger 
Applications mode. A chart of the trigger applications is also 
included. 

¢ Customizing a trigger application. If you cannot find a 
trigger application that meets your needs, you can modify an 
existing trigger application. The components of a trigger 
program—states, tests, conditions, and actions—are described 
in detail. . 

* Saving your customized trigger application. This topic 
describes how to save your customized trigger application. 

¢ Selecting module width. If you have Option 2W installed 
in a PRISM 3002C/P/E mainframe, you can set the GPX 
Acquisition Modules to operate as two independent 80- 
channel modules or as one 160-channel module. This topic 
discusses the effects of changing the module width. 

* Using global storage. This topic discusses how to use the 
Global Storage submenu to set up a conditional test to 
determine whether or not data is stored. How to use a 
transition qualification mask to qualify storage data alsois 
discussed. 

* Creating channel groups. Among the topics discussed are 
where groups are used, types of groups, default groups, 
creating and naming your own groups, and saving the groups 
you create for later use. 

* Setting Data and Clock Thresholds. This is a discussion 
of the various choices you have for probe and clock threshold 
voltages. 

¢ Specifying Synchronous Clocking. This is a discussion of 
clock and qualifier lines, clock equations, single-phase 
clocking, and multiple-phase clocking (including 
demultiplexing).
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Using the Clocking Options submenu. This topic briefly 

discusses the Clocking Options submenu, which is available 

only if you load an optional microprocessor support package 

and use a synchronous acquisition mode. 

Using Word, Range, and Sequence Recognizers. This 

topic describes changing group radixes, using range and 

pattern symbols, and loading data from the cursor. 

Making an Acquisition. This is a brief description of how to 

make an acquisition using the PRISM system. 

Displaying data. This is a cursory look at State Table and 

Timing Diagram Display menus. Timestamp values and their 

effect on shared memory are discussed. 
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USING THE GPX SETUP MENU 

The purpose of the GPX Setup menu and its submenus is to 

specify the conditions that trigger the GPX and store acquisition 

data. To attain this goal, you use the Setup menu to do the 

following tasks: 

o select a trigger application from the list of preprogrammed 

applications or customize an existing trigger application 

o operate two 80-channel GPX modules as a 160-channel 

module (if option 2W is installed in a PRISM 3002C/P/E 

mainframe) 

« select whether to use all or only part of the acquisition 

memory (acquisition memory depth) 

o select the method the time base uses to acquire data 

(acquisition mode) 

* specify trigger and storage conditions 

« control whether or not storage is on from the beginning of an 

acquisition (Initial Storage mode) 

* assign triggers to time bases 

* select the trigger location 

¢ control counters and timers 

¢ trigger other modules in the system 

¢ specify channel grouping 

o set probe and clock threshold voltages 

e specify conditions that cause a data pattern to store whenever 

it occurs, independent of initial storage and trigger program 

storage controls (Synchronous Time Base Storage Control) 

" o mask changes on selected channels so that their data is not 

stored (Transition Qualification Mask) 

 set synchronous clocking parameters and options for the 

preprogrammed clocking used with microcprocessor support 

packages 

@ To view the GPX Setup menu, do the following: 

1. Press the Setup menu key. 

2. Use the CURSOR keys to move the field cursor to the Setup 

field at the top of the display. 

3. Press the Return key to get a pop-up select menu. 
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4. Use the SELECT keys to highlight GPX General Purpose 

Analysis. 

5. Press the Return key to make the selection. 

For purposes of discussion, the GPX Setup menu is divided into 
three functional areas (see Figure 3-1): 

e general setup 

* trigger specification 

* function keys 

  
= sETur: [N SR YT 

YRR 

    

Acquisition Depth: | 

  

GENERAL _| 
SETUP Time Base A: INEEXE    onal Initial Storage: CERTNINENNN 

S |rrigger Location: | IEEG—_———— 

T rigger Specitication 
  

  

  

  

      
  
  

state [ 

I ¢ Qe+ HET B OO @ XX 
Then: 
T | EITIE Ca— g 

HEX HEX HEX 

A D c 

TRIGGER _| 

SPECIFICATION Then: o 
rT— o 

End Of State 0 

    
FUNCTION _| 

KEYS   

  

Figure 3-1. GPX Setup menu. 

General Setup. You use these fields to define parameters that 
are separate from trigger specifications, such as module width, 
the acquisition mode for each time base, initial storage state for 
each time base, and trigger location within the acquisition 
memory. Once set up, you change the data in these fields 
infrequently. Many of these fields are information-only fields 
when Trigger Applications mode is selected. 
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Trigger Specification. The information in this area varies, 

depending on whether you choose to select a preprogrammed 
trigger application or customize a trigger application. In 
Programmable Trigger mode, the GPX displays all the states, 
tests, conditions, and actions composing the trigger specification 

program (see Figure 3-1). In Trigger Applications mode, the GPX 

requests the necessary information for the selected trigger 
application by displaying highlighted fields. Below these fields, 
the GPX displays an example of the trigger specification. Figure 
3-2 shows the trigger program displayed in Figure 3-1as a 
trigger application (2 Trigger on sample using duration filter). 

  

  Trigger Specification 

Trigger on 

HEX HEX HEX 

A D C 

sampie 0 equat 1o (IIENEN CRETTIEN] GEE 

Duration of sample must be > CIXENOED (B 

  Examp Is 

Sample 0 Samp le 0 
X X X. 

— Minimum Duration — 
a Trigger 

    
      
Figure 3-2. Example of the Trigger Specification area with a trigger application selected. 

Function Keys. The GPX displays function keys along the 
lower edge of the screen that correspond to keys F1 through F8. 
A function key that is marked with triple bars indicates a 
submenu (which has its own set of function keys). The function 
keys are interactive, and your selections determine which 
function keys PRISM displays. In some instances, selecting a 
function key causes its function to change. For example, 
selecting F8: Split Display divides your screen into two displays 
and changes the function of F8. If you press the F8 key when the 
screen is split, the screen reverts to a single display; if you hold 
the shift key down and press the F8 key, the active window 
switches between the two displays. 
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Trigger Applications 
simplify specifying 

the trigger. 

Use a trigger 
application 

whenever possible. 

3-6 

USING A TRIGGER APPLICATION 

A trigger is a condition that leads to the end of an acquisition 

cycle. Itis defined by a trigger specification, which is a program 

that sets up conditions that must be satisfied before the GPX will 

trigger. You specify the trigger conditions for the GPX in the 

Trigger Specification portion of the GPX Setup menu. 

The GPX provides two methods of specifying the trigger. The 

method you select determines the information displayed in the 

Trigger Specification portion of the GPX Setup menu. 

¢ Trigger Applications—you select a preprogrammed Trigger 

Application from a menu list. The GPX displays an example 

depicting the selected Trigger Application and one or more 

fill-in or select fields in which you enter specific information 

about your application. 

» Programmable Trigger—the GPX displays the trigger 

specification program for the last Trigger Application you 

selected (Trigger Application 1 is the default). The display 

consists of the states, tests, conditions and actions that make 

up the program. You can make the changes to the program 

necessary to meet your application requirements. 

The Trigger Applications mode simplifies the process of 

specifying a trigger because it gives you a list of preprogrammed 

trigger applications to choose from. Figure 3-3 shows the pop-up 

menu that lists the Trigger Applications. After you select an 

application and enter the requested information in the 

highlighted fields, you are ready to make an acquisition. The 

trigger programming is done for you. 

A trigger application should always be your first choice in 

specifying a trigger. However, a complex problem may require 

you to modify an existing trigger application to detect the trigger 

condition. You can use the Programmable Trigger mode to 

customize a trigger specification by adding, removing or 

modifying states, tests, conditions, and actions (see Customizing 

a Trigger Application later in this section). 

The Trigger Applications are grouped into five types: 

e timing 

* state 

* state + timing 

¢ timing + state 

¢ high resolution 
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Figure 3-3. Listing of the trigger applications. 

Timing applications 
use transitional 

mode. 

State applications 
use synchronous 

mode. 
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Timing applications (numbers 1 through 11) acquire data using 
the transitional acquisition mode, which uses an asynchronous 

(internal) sample clock. You usually display data acquired in 
this manner as a timing diagram. You use this type of display 
for hardware analysis. Refer to Selecting an Acquisition Mode 
later in this section for detailed information about acquisition 
modes. 

State trigger applications (numbers 12 through 21) acquire data 
using synchronous acquisition mode. This mode uses a sample 
clock external to the GPX, usually the clock in your system under 
test. Because the clock signal is synchronized to the circuit 
activity of the system under test, it is called a synchronous clock. 
If you have optional microprocessor support software loaded, the 
GPX sets the synchronous clocking parameters automatically. 
Otherwise, you set the synchronous clocking parameters in the
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Combined state and 
timing applications 
use dual time bases. 

High-resolution 
mode uses channels 

in C section only. 

    

Synchronous Clocking submenu (refer to Specifying Synchronous 

Clocking later in this section). You usually display data acquired 

with a synchronous clock in a State Table. You use the State 

Table to see the control flow or data flow of a digital system, such 

as software execution on a microcomputer board. 

Combined state and timing applications use the dual time-base 

feature of the GPX. There are five of these applications. The 

state + timing applications (numbers 22 and 23) trigger on state 

data and store timing data. The timing + state applications 
(numbers 24, 25, and 26) trigger on timing data and store state 

data. 

The high-resolution storage application (number 27) provides 

1 GHz asynchronous sampling for high-speed timing analysis. In 

this mode, the GPX samples input data from only the 16 

channels in the C section (32 channels if operating in the 

160-channel mode). 

Table 3-1 lists the Trigger Applications and their examples. 

These examples are displayed in the Trigger Specification 

portion of the GPX Setup menu when the application is selected. 

Selecting an Application 
To select a trigger application, you first select the Trigger 
Application mode as follows: 

1. Use the CURSOR keys to position the field cursor in the 

Trigger Specification mode field. 

2. Press Return to display the pop-up select menu. 

Use SELECT keys to highlight Trigger Applications. 

4. Press Return to select the Trigger Applications mode. 

When you select Trigger Applications, a Trigger Applications 

select field appears directly below the Trigger Applications mode 

field. You can select a trigger application using the following 
procedure: 

1. Use the CURSOR keys to position the field cursor in the 

Trigger Applications select field. 

2. Press Return to display the pop-up select menu. 

3. Use the SELECT keys to highlight the Trigger application 

you want to use. 

4. Press Return to select the highlighted trigger application 

and return to the Setup menu. 
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Entering Parameter Data for a Trigger Application 

After you select a trigger application, the GPX displays 

highlighted fields in the Trigger Specification area of the Setup 

menu. You enter data specific to your application in these fields. 
See Figure 3-4. Depending on the trigger application you choose, 
you may need to enter the following types of values: 

« sample values—a specific data pattern at the active input 
channels 

« counter values—integer values from 1 to 99, 999, 999,999,999 

o timer values—integer values from 10 to 999,990 in increments 

of 10 

¢ timer units—select from ns, ys, ms, or s 

  

  = seTur: RIS A YT _ 

O TTEnn 

  

Time Base A: Synchronous Initial Storage: On 
Time Base B: Of1 

  

  Trigger Specification 

Wait for 

HEX HEX HEX 
A D c 

Sampie 0 squal to: [ESEFYEY] ETETYE W 

to oceur CEINEIMITINEIINIE times 

Then trigger 

  Examp le 

15t Sample  2nd Sample  Nth Sample 
= XZX; X: 

a Trigger 

  
        

  

Figure 3-4. Example of Trigger Application. 
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For detailed 
information about 

entering data in 
fields, refer to your 
PRISM system user 

3-14 

manual. 

To enter data in fill-in fields, position the cursor on the field and 

then use the QWERTY keyboard, the hexadecimal keypad, the 

SELECT knob, or the SELECT keys to enter your selection. The 

symbol (X) is used in place of a numeric character to indicate 

that the value of a channel or character is ignored. This symbol 

is also referred to as the Don't Care character. 

For select fields, you can position the field cursor in the field and 

press Return to open a pop-up select menu. Then use the 

SELECT knob or keys to highlight a new selection. Press Return 

again to close the pop-up menu and make the selection. 

For information about setting the Trigger Location and 

Acquisition Depth fields, refer to Setting the Trigger Location 

and Setting the Acquisition Memory Depth later in this section. 

Function Keys for Trigger Applications Mode 

The following function keys are available in the Trigger 

Applications mode: 

« F1: Load From Cursor—loads a data pattern from a sample in 

a display menu to the word recognizer field in the Setup 

menu. For more information, refer to Using Word, Range, 

and Sequence Recognizers later in this section. 

¢ F4: Sync Clocking—specifies synchronous clocking equations 

that are used to log and acquire data and end a cycle. This 

submenu is available only if a state (or combination of state 

and timing) application is selected. Refer to Specifying 

Synchronous Clocking later in this section for more detailed 

information. 

« F5: Change Radix—changes the radix (base) of the channel 

group where the cursor is located. Selections are: 

hexadecimal, pattern, range, binary, and octal. For more 

information, refer to Using Word, Range, and Sequence 
Recognizers later in this section. 

¢ F6: Channel Grouping—defines channel groups that are used 

for word recognizers and for displaying acquired data, assigns 

groups to time bases, and informs the GPX about the 

threshold levels in your system under test. Refer to Creating 

Channel Groups and Setting Data and Clock Thresholds later 

in this section for detailed information. 
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¢ F7: Global Storage—when using synchronous acquisition 
mode, you can specify a sample condition that is applied to 
acquired data to determine whether or not the data is stored. 
When using transitional acquisition mode, you can mask 
channels so that changes on those channels do not cause 
samples to be stored. Refer to Using Global Storage later in 
this section for detailed information. 

¢ F8: Split Display—splits the display window into two panes, 
so that you can view two menus or submenus at the same 
time. Press Shift-F8 to toggle between panes. The blinking 

cursor is always in the active pane. Pressing F8 again reverts 
the display to a single pane. 
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CUSTOMIZING A TRIGGER APPLICATION 

Ordinarily, one of the trigger applications will solve your 
problem. However, you may encounter a complex problem that 
requires you to modify an existing trigger application to detect 
the trigger condition. You use the Programmable Trigger mode 

to customize a trigger specification. When you choose 
Programmable Trigger mode, the GPX displays the trigger 
program for the last trigger application selected. 

Figure 3-5 shows the trigger program for Trigger Application 12, 
Trigger on sample. The components that make up the program 

are labeled. 

  

  

= setur:  EEEENOEEIYSCCE YN ERE 

  

          

  

        

    

    

  

Acquisition Depth: (Tl | 
TEST 

Time Base A: FERIEIIIID Initial Storage: CERTRTEKENEN 
Bas AR 

Trigger Loca 1l T 1 

Trigger Specification 
CONDITION 

state @ 

I | S0 EEE OO ¢ O L 
HEX H HEX 

STATE: A L ¢ 
[EEETIIY) [FETTEEY] [EEE 

ACTION — 

    
F3 

Delote i 

  

Storage 

Figure 8-5. Components of a trigger program. 

As shown in Figure 38-5, a trigger program consists of the 

following components: 

¢ Conditions—user-defined events, such as data patterns, 

counter and timer values, and signals from other modules 

¢ Actions—instructions executed by the GPX when a test is 
satisfied 
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* Tests—combinations of conditions 

* States—combinations of tests and actions 

The Time Base, Initial Storage, and Trigger Location fields are 
select fields in Programmable Trigger mode. In Trigger 
Applications mode they are information-only fields. 

You can put conditions together to form tests, and you can put 
tests together to form states. You can combine conditions, tests, 
and states to form multilevel triggering with specific actions 

attached to each level. 

Trigger specification programs can quickly become complex. 
When customizing a trigger application, you should first select 
the type (such as State, Timing, or High Resolution) that fits 
your problem. By selecting a trigger application that sets up the 
acquisition modes to fit your problem, you can easily customize 
the trigger application to meet your needs. 

Viewing a Trigger Application as a 

Programmable Trigger 
To customize an existing Trigger Application, you must view it in 
the Programmable Trigger mode. In this mode, you can modify 
any of the fields in the program. To view the application in the 
Programmable Trigger mode, do the following steps: 

1. Select the application that is closest to meeting your 
requirements. (Refer to Selecting an Application earlier in 
this section.) 

2. Use the CURSOR keys to position the field cursor to the 
Trigger Specification mode field. 

3. Press Return to display the pop-up select menu. 

4. Use the SELECT keys to highlight Programmable Trigger. 

5. Press Return to select the Programmable Trigger mode. 

The GPX displays the Trigger Application as a Programmable 
Trigger. You can change the data in the fields in both the 
general portion of the Setup menu as well as in the Trigger 

Specification portion. 
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Modifying a Trigger Application 

In the Setup menu the fields above the Trigger Specification are 
not directly part of the trigger program, but may affect the 
trigger program choices available to you. Figure 3-6 shows these 
fields, which are discussed in detail in the following paragraphs. 

  

= seTur:  [EEEEEIYSETLEE YN _-—— 

B IO T I Acquisition Depth: ([ 

      
   

Time Base A: ENCELICIXID Initial Storage 
Time Base B: Initial Storage   

  

Trigger Loca 1 Trigger On 

  

Figure 3-6. General setup portion of the GPX Setup menu. 

Selecting a Time Base Acquisition Mode 
The GPX module makes two basic types of acquisitions— 
synchronous and asynchronous. The difference between these 

Synchronous acquisitions is the source of the sample clock. A synchronous 

acquisition uses an acquisition uses an external clock, provided by your system 
external clock. under test, to clock in data. Because this clock signal is normally 

synchronized to the circuit activity of the system under test, it is 
called a synchronous clock. Usually, you use synchronous 
clocking to produce state table displays of the system under test. 

Asynchronous An asynchronous acquisition is made using an internal clock 
acquisition uses an signal generated by the GPX module. This clock is unrelated to 

internal clock. the clock in the system under test. Asynchronous clocking can be 
used for timing diagrams of signals in the system under test. 

The GPX further refines the acquisition modes to provide the 
choices listed below for the Time Base acquisition mode field (see 
Figure 3-7). 

Time Base A Time Base B 
Transitional Transitional 

High Resolution Off 

Synchronous 
Microprocessor Support 

Off 

  

== SETUP: R E DY e _———————————— 

ACQUISITION Acquisition Dep th: (e | 

   

        

Initial Storage: 
Initial Storag 

1 Trigger On 

  

    
  

Figure 3.7. Partial Setup menu showing the Time Base acquisition mode fields. 
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Transitional. This mode uses asynchronous clocking to sample 

data every 5 ns (200 MHz) with Time Base A or every 10 ns 

(100 MHz) with Time Base B. In contrast to conventional 

storage, samples are stored only when there is a change 

(transition) in data on at least one of the channels (see 

Figure 3-8). A transition in data occurs when a channel value 

changes from a logical high (1) to a logical low (0) or from a 

logical low to a logical high. By using time stamps, PRISM 

reconstructs data samples and displays them as they occurred in 

real time. If you select Transitional for Time Base A, Time 

Base B is not available. 

  

oeener | LT L[ 
Channel 2 ___L__,_—l——[———— 

owmas | L1 [ 1 

Asynchronous 
sampling rate 

Conventional storage 
of data to memory 

Transitional storage 
of data to memory       

Figure 3-8. How Transitional mode extends acquisition memory. 

The Transitional mode offers a major advantage over the 

traditional asynchronous mode: it extends the effective memory 

depth of the GPX module while it samples at full resolution. For 

the example shown in Figure 3-8, the Transitional mode stores 

samples that were taken over the same time period as the 

conventional mode but it uses less than half the amount of 

acquisition memory that conventional mode uses. 

If the data changes every 5 ns, the GPX stores a data sample at 

the maximum sample rate. This causes transitional mode to 

function like the traditional asynchronous mode and store a 

sample every 5 ns (10 ns for Time Base B). In such cases, 

Transitional mode does not extend memory. Memory fills 

rapidly, even if the data on only one channel is changing. 

If the GPX is operating in 160-channel mode, two samples are 

stored whenever a transition is detected in Transitional mode.
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High Resolution. This mode provides 1 GHz asynchronous 
sampling for high-speed timing analysis. When you select this 
mode, Time Base B is not available. Only input data from the 16 
channels in the C section is sampled in this mode (32 channels if 
operating in 160-channel mode). 

Synchronous. In Synchronous mode, the input channels are 
sampled at a rate determined by a clock in the system under test. 
The maximum user-clock rate is 80 MHz. When Synchronous is 
selected, you have the option of operating Time Base B in the 
transitional mode or turning it off. You use the Sync Clocking 
submenu to set up synchronous clocking parameters. 

Microprocessor Support Product. This choice is available 
only if you have installed an optional microprocessor 
disassembler product. These products provide disassembly and 
preprogrammed clocking support especially for software analysis. 
The choice depends on the microprocessor support product you 
install. Since the microprocessor support product uses 
synchronous clocking, Time Base B is also available for use. 

After selecting the microprocessor support product, you use the 
Custom Clocking submenu to set up the clocking options for the 
microprocessor support products. 

You can change your selection from the microprocessor support 
product to Transitional mode and the GPX will retain the 
preprogrammed channel groups and trigger specifications set up 
by the microprocessor support package. 

Setting the Trigger Location 

The trigger location determines the amount of data that is stored 
before and after the trigger event. The data stored before the 
trigger is called pretrigger data, and the data stored after the 
trigger is called posttrigger data. The location of the trigger is 
user-selectable and determines the percentage of pretrigger and 
posttrigger data stored in memory. Figure 3-9 shows the Trigger 

Location field. 

  

  S ALERNGPX1: GENERAL PURPOSE ANALYS IS 

  

Requini tion Dep i (N | 

| Storage: 
TRIGGER | Storage 

LOCATION Trigger On       FIELD   

Figure 3-9. Partial Setup menu showing the Trigger Location field. 
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The initial storage setting significantly affects the operation of 

the Trigger Location field. The following paragraphs explain. 

With initial storage set to On-prefill (refer to Setting Initial 

Storage later in this section), data is continually stored to fill 

memory. After a trigger event occurs, additional samples are 

clocked into the storage memory to fill the specified percentage of 

postfill memory, and the acquisition stops. 

When initial storage is set to On-prefill, the GPX does not check 

for the trigger conditions while filling memory. Therefore, 

trigger conditions that occur only while the GPX is storing prefill 

data will be missed. After memory is filled, the trigger program 

starts, and the GPX continues storing data while looking for the 

trigger conditions. Once memory is filled completely, the oldest 

samples are overwritten. 

When initial storage is set to On, the GPX does check for trigger 

conditions while filling pretrigger memory. The full amount of 

pretrigger data is stored only if enough samples occur before the 

trigger conditions are satisfied. If memory is filled completely 

before the GPX finds the trigger conditions, the oldest samples 

are overwritten. After the trigger occurs, the GPX continues 

storing data until the specified amount of posttrigger data is 

filled. 

NOTE 

There is a 170 ns delay between the first sample 

stored and the first sample tested. If the initial 

storage function is on, samples that occur during 

this 170 ns period are stored as extra prefill 

samples. 

There is a similar 170 ns delay between the last 

sample stored and the last sample tested. This 

delay has no effect if a trigger occurs and postfill 

is completed, since all data processing stops 

when postfill is completed. However, if you 

manually stop the acquisition by pressing the 

Stop/Start key, the delay can result in 

triggering, setting or clearing signals, and 

changing counter/timer values after the last 

sample is stored in memory. This occurs 

because the sample data continues to be tested 

and processed for 170 ns after storage is stopped. 
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100% POSTTRIGGER 

100% PRETRIGGER 

If initial storage for both time bases is set to On or Off, the 

trigger indicator (T) in the Trigger Location field is preceded by a 
dashed line to indicate that the percentage of memory prefilled is 
unpredictable (see Figure 3-10). In this case, the trigger position 
only guarantees the amount of memory filled after the trigger 
occurs. You can encounter situations where the trigger occurs 
soon after the acquisition begins and little or no data is acquired 
before the trigger location in acquisition memory. For example, 

if you set Initial Storage off, the trigger location at 50% of 
acquisition memory, start the acquisition, and the trigger occurs 
almost immediately, only half the acquisition memory is filled 
with posttrigger data, and little or no pretrigger data is acquired 
in acquisition memory. Although you set the trigger location at 

50% in the GPX Setup menu, the State Table and Timing 
Diagram display the trigger indicator at the beginning of the 
Memory Domain indicator, since little or no prefill data was 
stored. 

You can select from five trigger locations in the pop-up select 
menu for the Trigger Location field (see Figure 3-10). Each 
increment in the trigger location represents a change of 

approximately 25%. If you select the center position, then 50% of 
the memory is prefilled, and 50% is postfilled. 

  

  

  

  

  
          

  

      
Figure 3-10. Pop-up select menu and Trigger Location field when 

Initial Storage is set to On-prefill (A) and On or Off (B). 
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Setting Initial Storage 
Initial storage controls whether or not data is stored beginning at 
the start of an acquisition. The On and On-prefill selections 
cause the GPX to begin storing data immediately. The Off 
selection uses control functions in the trigger program to control 
storage. You can control initial storage for each time base 
independently. Figure 3-11 shows Initial Storage fields for Time 
Base A and Time Base B. 

NOTE 

There is a 170 ns delay between the first sample 
stored and the first sample tested. If the initial 
storage function is on, samples that occur during 
this 170 ns period are stored as extra prefill 
samples. 

  

  

= serur: —_— 
INITIAL Acquisition Dep th: (IS N | 

STORAGE 
FELDS |7ime Base & Initial Stor 

  

Time Base B 
Trigger Locat   

        

Initial Storag 
Trigger On:   ion: ] T 1   

  

Figure 3-11. 

Set initial storage to 

On to ensure that 
the trigger is not 

missed. 

If initial storage is 

off, the GPX may 

continually acquire 
data until you press 

the Stop key. 
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Partial Setup menu showing the Initial Storage fields. 

If the Initial Storage field is set to On, storage begins 
immediately. Testing for trigger conditions also begins 

immediately. Note that with the On setting, the trigger can 
occur before the prefill memory is full. To indicate this 
possibility, the trigger indicator in the Trigger Location field is 
preceded by a dashed line. Refer to the previous discussion 
Setting the Trigger Location for more information. 

If the Initial Storage field is set to off, no storage occurs unless 
your trigger program uses storage actions to turn it on. With 
initial storage off and no storage actions used, data is not stored 
and the acquisition does not stop (unless the Stop key is pressed) 
because postfill cannot be completed. For more information 
about storage actions, refer to Selecting Actions for a Test later in 
this section. 
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Setting initial ‘When initial storage is set to On-prefill, storage begins 
storage to On-prefill immediately, but the trigger program does not start until after 
may allow the GPX the memory is full. While memory is filling, no conditions are 

to miss nonrepetitive satisfied and no actions are taken. If the only occurrence of the 
trigger conditions. 

ACQUISITION 

conditions which cause a trigger takes place while the GPX is 

filling memory, the trigger is missed. 

Setting the Acquisition Memory Depth 
This field indicates the amount of acquisition memory that will 
be used to store the acquisition. Selections range from one- 
sixteenth of the acquisition memory to full memory depth. The 
length of the line in the field indicates the relative depth of the 
acquisition memory: the longer the line, the greater the depth. 
Figure 3-11a shows the Acquisition Depth field. 

  

E TAULENNGPX1: GENERAL PURPOSE ANALYSIS 

  

  DEPTH 
FIELD 

3-22B 

AT AT YT Acquisition Dep th: (T | 

Time Base A: EFEXL] Initial Storags: FENTETEENN] 
Time Base B: [NEY Initial Storage: [FESRTRENN] 
Trigger Location:| T 1 Trigger On: LAUXBITTONEY 

  

        
  

Figure 3-11a. Partial Setup menu showing Acquisition Depth field. 

The Acquisition Depth field is especially important for the GPX 

module with the deep memory option. The full memory depth of 
32K stores a lot of data, perhaps more data than you want to 
examine for a given acquisition. The Acquisition Depth field 
allows you to select the size of your data sample. Table 3-2 lists 
the memory depth at various settings: 
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Table 3-2 
Acquisition Memory Depth 

Acquisition Memory Depth (Max.*) 
Acquisition Mode | Module Type 116 1/8 1/4 12 Full 

Transitional GPX (standard memory) — 1K 2K 4K 8K 

GPX (deep memory option) 2K 4K 8K 16K 32K 

Synchronous GPX (standard memory) — 512 1K 2K 4K 

GPX (deep memory option) 1K 2K 4K 8K 16K 

High-resolution GPX (standard memory) s 5K 10K 20K 40K 

GPX (deep memory option) [10K 20K 40K 80K 160K           
* Maximum depth available. Available depth can be reduced by other factors. 

Although the maximum memory depth is fixed—standard 8K or 
optional 32K—the memory available for useful data storage may 
be somewhat less than the full depth. This is because the GPX 
also stores supporting data, such as time stamp information. 
Factors affecting the available memory depth are: 

* The depth selected in the Acquisition Depth field 

¢ The memory depth of your GPX module (standard or deep 
version) 

¢ Synchronous or transitional acquisition mode (decreasing the 
number of time stamps stored increases the amount of 
acquisition memory available for data storage) 

* The number of time bases used (affects number of time 

stamps stored) 

* The initial storage setting and the amount of prefill you have 
set in the Trigger Location field (some combinations can result 
in less pretrigger data than you specified) 
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Getting the Most Out of the GPX Deep Memory 

Searching out some kinds of data can take a large amount of 

memory. The 32K of memory available with your deep GPX 

allows you to take acquisitions that are four times as large as 

those of the 8K standard GPX. The 32K depth gives you a 

powerful diagnostic tool. 

To use the deep memory to best advantage, you should select the 

appropriate memory depth for your data search. For example, if 

you have only a general idea of where a software problem might 

be located, you can use this general approach to find the data of 

interest: 

1. Set the trigger so that a coarse data sample will be 
acquired. 

Set the acquisition depth to maximum. 

3. Make the acquisition and examine the results. After 

examining this acquisition, you will probably have a better 
idea of where to look and you can refine your search to a 
smaller area. 

4. Using information you gathered from the last acquisition, 
refine your trigger specification and decrease the 
acquisition depth. 

5. Make the acquisition and examine the results. 

Repeat this process of narrowing down your trigger 
conditions and decreasing the acquisition depth with each 
acquisition. Continue until you have isolated the real area 

of interest. 

You will find this process of moving from maximum depth/coarse 
acquisition to least depth/finest acquisition to be a very useful 

and efficient way to get the maximum power from your deep 
memory. As you zero in on the target area and decrease the 
memory depth, the amount of data being processed is also 
decreased, and you gain a corresponding increase in display 
efficiency. 
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Selecting the Trigger Time Base 
When you select Synchronous as the acquisition mode for Time 
Base A and Transitional as the mode for Time Base B, the 
Trigger On field displays. See Figure 3-12 for its location in the 
Setup menu. You use this field to select which time base triggers 
the GPX. 

  

== SETUP: GPX1: GENERAL PURPOSE ANALYSIS 

YT AT TIY] Aequisition Dap th : [ ——— | 

  

Time Bese A: TIEICIAI Initial Storage: 
Time Base B: h§ 

TRIGGERON |Trigger Location: T ] Trigger On: 

          

   IO 
TR 
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   tional Initial Storage:     

  

    FIELD   

Figure 3-12. Partial Setup menu showing the Trigger On field. 

Since a channel can 
be used in more 

than one group, you 

can assign a 
channel to both time 

bases. 
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Only input signals in groups assigned to the selected time base 
are examined by the trigger program. Therefore, different 
groups are displayed for Time Base A than for Time Base B. 
Also, the time base to which you assign the trigger affects the 

rate of the trigger machine. If you assign it to Time Base A 
operating in Synchronous mode, the trigger machine runs at the 
rate of your synchronous clock. If you assign the trigger to Time 
Base A or Time Base B operating in Transitional mode, the 

trigger machine runs at 10 ns. This means that the trigger 
machine actions occur every 10 ns interval during which a test is 
satisfied. 
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Modifying the Trigger Program 

A trigger program can include up to four states, each state 

consisting of one to four tests with one to seven conditions in 

each test. Each test can have up to seven actions that are 

performed if the test is true; each test also may have up to seven 

actions that are performed if the test is not true. A trigger 

program must contain at least one state (State 0) with one 
condition and one action. 

The initial active state is State 0. This state becomes active only 

after all prefill requirements are satisfied. During prefill, data 

storage is controlled by the global storage control (Time Base A) 

and the transition qualification mask (Time Base B). Global 

storage control uses a sample condition that is independent of 

the initial storage setting and trigger program to determine 

whether or not data is stored. The transition qualification mask 

masks channels so that changes on the channels do not cause 

samples to be stored. Global storage control and the transition 

qualification mask are set up in the Global Storage submenu 

(refer to Using Global Storage later in this section). 

Trigger program control remains in the active state until an 

explicit, user-defined action is performed to cause a transition to 

a different state. The GPX looks for the conditions you specify to 

satisfy a test and executes the actions you specify when a test is 

true. 

Defining Trigger Conditions 

Trigger conditions and their specifications are surrounded by a 

test box, which is labeled with the test number. Each test box is 

preceded by a polarity field. If the test is the first (or only) one in 

the State, then the choices for the polarity field are If and If Not. 

Otherwise the choices are Else If and Else If Not. If the condition 

is the last one in a test, a third choice is presented—Else. See 

Figure 3-13. 
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Figure 3-13. 
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Partial Setup menu showing types of conditions. 

If a test has more than one condition, the conditions are joined by 
a Boolean operator; either AND or OR. The Boolean operator is 
used between any subsequent conditions in the test. After the 
second condition in a test, the Boolean operator field is an 

information-only field. 

There are three types of trigger conditions from which you can 

choose: 

¢ Sample—can be used in one of three modes: word recognizer, 
range recognizer, or sequence recognizer. The term data 
recognizer refers to these modes in general. You can define up 
to four different sample conditions in a trigger program. 

e Ctr/Tmr—can be used in either the counter mode or in the 
timer mode. As a counter, it records the number of 
occurrences of defined conditions. As a timer, it records the 

amount of time between conditions that start and stop the 
timer. You can define up to two Ctr/Tmr conditions in a 
trigger program. 

* Signal—looks for an intermodule signal (TekLink signal 1 
through 4) sent from another module or module section. 
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Figure 3-14 shows the trigger conditions and the possible 
selections associated with them. 

  

; Word Recognizer [1) 
Sample Going = { Range Recognizer } #4 2 

Going # Sequence Recognizer 3 

Data Recognizer Value 

cerstr # { 9} used as couner {  } 00.000.000.000.001 

ns 

cerstne 4 { 9} used as Timer { 3} 000.020 { - } 
s 

1 Set 
. 2 Clear 

Signal # { 3 } { Going Set } 
4 Going Clear 

Figure 3-14. Available trigger conditions showing selections for each. 
      

Using Sample Conditions 
A sample condition uses a pattern or range of data (data 
recognizer). When you use a sample condition in a trigger test, 
the GPX looks for a match between the acquired data samples 
and the data pattern or range you specify. You can specify a 
pattern or range composed of any or all of the channel groups 

that you defined in the Channel Grouping submenu (refer to 
Creating Channel Groups later in this section). 

A condition test symbol defines the relationship between the data 
recognizer and the acquired data. Table 3-3 lists the test 
symbols used with the sample condition. 

  

  

  

    

Table 3-3 
Sample Condition Test Symbols 

Type of 

Symbol Detection Condition True or Satisfied When 

= Level Sample matches specified data recognizer. 

# Level Sample does not match specified data recognizer. 

Going = Edge Sample is changing to specified data recognizer. 

Going # Edge Sample is changing from specified data recognizer.       
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A sample condition can be used in one of the following modes: 

* Word Recognizer. In this mode, a sample is used to detect a 
pattern on the data acquired from the system under test. 

¢ Range Recognizer. A sample condition that is a range 
recognizer detects an acquired data sample within a specified 
range of values. Range recognition is done only on the 
A section input channels. This means that a group must be 
defined that contains only A section channels in order for range 
recognition to be available. (Refer to Creating Channel Groups 
later in this section for more information on range groups.) 

A data pattern for the groups, other than the range group, 
may be specified to further qualify range recognition. The 
pattern must match the sample, and the range group of the 
sample must fall within the specified range to be true. 

* Sequence Recognizer. This mode is used to detect a 
specified sequence of data samples. A sequence recognizer 
uses a single condition and does not require multiple states. 
First, the GPX waits for a specified pattern for the range 
group to occur. Then the GPX looks for a specified pattern 
across all groups. If this pattern is found, the condition is 
true. However, if a third specified pattern for the range 
groups occurs before the pattern across all the groups is 
found, the sequence is reset and the first pattern must occur 
again before the condition is enabled to become true again. 

When you use a sample condition in word recognizer mode, the 
default value for word recognizer fields is all Don't Cares (Xs) if 
the radix is hexadecimal (default), octal, or binary (see 
Figure 3-15). You use the keyboard or keypad to enter a value 
for each group. If you select pattern or range as the radix, 
UNDEFINED appears in the range recognizer field. If you have 
set up pattern or range symbols in the Symbol Definition Edit 
menu, you can select one of the symbols using the Select keys or 
Select knob. For information about the Symbol Definition menu, 

refer to Section 5: Using Symbols in the PRISM system user 
manual. 
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Figure 3-15. Partial Setup menu showing fields in word recognizer mode. 
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You can cycle through radixes by placing the cursor on a group 
definition and pressing F5: Change Radix. For more information 
about changing radixes, refer to Using Word, Range, and 
Sequence Recognizers later in this section. 
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Then: 

End Ot State O     
Figure 3-15. Partial Setup menu showing fields in word recognizer mode. 

If you use a sample condition in range recognizer mode, you must 
enter a low and a high value for the range recognizer group and 
values for which you want to test in any other groups you defined 
in the Channel Grouping submenu. The default is all Don't 
Cares. See Figure 3-16. Sample data is tested for a match 
within the range you specify. 
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Figure 3-16. Partial Setup menu showing fields in range recognizer mode. 

‘When you select sequence recognizer mode for the sample 
condition, you must enter data in three fields (see Figure 3-17): 

¢ First—enter in this field the first value in the sequence (a 
range recognizer group). When this value is matched, the 
GPX begins looking for the following two values. 

* Then—enter the value for which you are looking. This value 
is recognized only if the value in the First field has been 
matched. When this value is found, the condition is true. 

¢ Reset On—enter the last value in the sequence (a range 
recognizer group). If this value is found before the value in 
the Then field, the sequence recognizer is reset and again 
begins looking for the value specified in the First field. 
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Figure 3-17. Partial Setup menu showing fields in sequence recognizer mode. 

If the radix Range is selected for the range recognizer group, the 
First field is replaced with a Range field and the Reset On field 
goes away (see Figure 3-18). The First value in the sequence is 
the minimum value of the range, and the Reset On value is the 

maximum value of the range. Note that these may not be the 
proper values to use, since the First value must be the entry 
point (or close to the entry point) and the Reset On value must be 
the exit point (or near the exit point). 
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Figure 3-18. Partial Setup menu showing sequence recognizer fields when Range radix 
is used. 

Using Counter/Timer Conditions 
There are two Ctr/Tmr conditions that can be used in Counter 
mode or in Timer mode. You can use Counter mode to keep track 
of the number of times particular conditions occur. The GPX 
compares the number in the counter with the number you enter 
in the value field. This can be a decimal number from 1 to 
99,999,999,999,999. See Figure 3-19. 
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Figure 3-19. Partial Setup menu showing fields in Counter mode. 
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You can see the final 
value of a counter in 

The counter operator field defines the relationship between the 
counter comparison value and the actual counter value. The 
choices for a counter condition operator are < (less than) or > 
(greater than or equal to). 

Counters are controlled by their corresponding trigger program 
actions—Clear Counter and Increment Counter. You can define 
a Ctr/Tmr condition that is true or false based on its current 
value. For example, you can use a counter to trigger on the sixth 
execution of a subroutine by advancing the counter each time the 
subroutine is called and then executing a trigger action when the 

counter reaches the value six. 

You can advance counters without using them as conditions. For 
example, you can use the actions of a test to advance a counter 
each time a word recognizer condition occurs. To see the final 
value of the counter, you use the Auxiliary Data submenu in 

If you use a counter as a condition, the final value of the counter 
cannot exceed the comparison value. If the counter advances to a 
value greater than or equal to the comparison value, the value in 

For more information about the Auxiliary Data submenu, refer to 

In Timer mode, you can use a Ctr/Tmr condition to measure time 

between or during events. The GPX compares the timer value to 
the time you enter in the value field. The decimal value you 
enter can range from 10 to 999,990 in increments of 10. You 

must set the units of measurement to one of the following: ns, 
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The timer condition operator field defines the relationship 
between the timer comparison value and the actual timer value. 
Your choices for the timer condition operator are < (less than) or 

the Auxiliary Data 
submenu. either the State Table or Timing Diagram display. 

the Auxiliary Data submenu displays as: 

Counter <n> > <comparison value> 

the Displaying Data section in your system user manual. 

" ps, ms ors. See Figure 3-20. 

R [Trigger Spocification 
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I 1 1 used 
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FIELD End Of State 0 

Figure 3-20. Partial Setup menu showing fields in Timer mode. 

> (greater than). 
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Timers are controlled by their corresponding trigger program 
actions—Start Timer, Stop Timer, and Clear Timer. Like 

counters, you can control timers without using them as 
conditions. For instance, you can use the actions of a test to start 

a timer and the actions of another test to stop it. To see the final 
value of the timer, you use the Auxiliary Data submenu in either 
the State Table or Timing Diagram display. 

If you use a timer as a condition, the final value of the timer 

cannot exceed the comparison value. If the timer advances to a 
value greater than or equal to the comparison value, the value in 
the Auxiliary Data submenu displays as: 

Timer <n> > <comparison value> 

For more information about the Auxiliary Data submenu, refer to 
the Displaying Data section in your system user manual. 

Adding and Deleting Conditions 

You can have up to seven conditions in a test. To add a condition 
to a test, perform the following procedure: 

1. Use the CURSOR keys to move the field cursor to a 
highlighted select or fill-in field in a condition within the 
test in which you want the new condition added. 

2. Press F2: Add. 

The GPX adds a condition below the one on which you positioned 
the cursor. The condition is connected to the preceding (and 
succeeding) condition by a Boolean operator. If the added 
condition is the second one in a test, the Boolean operator field is 
highlighted. You can select between AND (the default) and OR. 
Any following conditions in the test are connected by whichever 
one you select. You cannot AND some conditions and OR others 

within the same test. 

You can delete a condition using this procedure: 

1. Use the CURSOR keys to move the field cursor to a 
highlighted select or fill-in field in the condition that you 
want to delete. 

2. Press F3: Delete. 

The GPX deletes the condition if there are following conditions, 

and moves them up to close the gap. 
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The GPX does not 
renumber tests. 

    

Conflicting actions 
that are lower in the 
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action list are 
ignored. 

Adding and Deleting Tests 
You can have up to four tests within a state in your trigger 
program. These tests may be used in other states. However, you 
can modify only the first instance of each test. The tests are 
labeled Test 0, Test 1, Test 2, and Test 3. The GPX does not 

renumber tests sequentially as it does states. 

You can add a test to a state using this procedure: 

1. Use the CURSOR keys to move the field cursor to a 
highlighted test number field within the state to which you 

want to add a test. 

2. Press F2: Add. 

A test is added immediately below the test on which you 
positioned the cursor. 

You can delete a test using this procedure: 

1. Use the CURSOR keys to move the field cursor to the 
highlighted number field of the test you want to delete. 
You can also position the cursor on the polarity field (If, If 
Not, Else If) of the test. 

2. Press F3: Delete. 

If there are tests below the deleted one, GPX moves them up to 

close the gap. 

Selecting Actions for a Test 
A test by itself is not very useful. You need the GPX to take 
some action based on the results of a test. There are 22 types of 

. actions that can be selected in the action field for a test. 
Table 3-4 lists these actions. 

You can select up to seven actions that are executed when a test 
is true. You can select any of the actions in the action list. If you 
choose conflicting actions, the GPX displays a message following 
the conflicting action lower in the list that says this action 
conflicts with an action higher in the list and will be ignored. 

If you select both Trigger System and Trigger Module as actions, 
the GPX displays a message indicating that the Trigger Module 
action is not needed with the Trigger System action. 

The Do Nothing action conflicts with all other actions and is 
ignored whenever other actions are in the list. 
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Table 3-4 
Action Resources 
  

  
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

          

Type Action Description 

Control Trigger System Trigger all active modules in the PRISM system. 

Trigger Module Trigger this GPX module. 

Go To State n Go to the specified state. If you specify an undefined 
state, an error message appears. 

Do Nothing Stay in the current state—do not change the storage 
state, counters, or timers. 

Storage —_—— If two time bases are enabled, storage can be 
controlled separately for each. In this case, the time 
base the action affects is specified by TBA (Time 
Base A) or TBB (Time Base B) appended to the action. 

Start Storage Turns storage on until a subsequent Stop Storage 
action is executed. 

Stop Storage Turns storage off. 

Store Sample Stores the data sample. If you change the time base 
from Synchronous to Transitional mode, this action 
becomes Store for 200 ns. 

Store for 200 ns Stores data samples acquired during the next 200 ns. 
If the time base mode is changed from Transitional to 
Synchronous, this action becomes Store Sample. 

Counter Increment Counter n | Advances counter value by one. 

Clear Counter n Sets the counter value to zero. 

Timer Start Timer n Starts timer. 

Stop Timer n Turns off timer. The accumulated time value is 
retained. 

Clear Timer n Sets timer value to zero. 

External Set Signal n Sends a high signal to other modules in the PRISM. 
Communication You can have up to four intermodule signals. 

Clear Signal n Sends a low signal to other modules in the PRISM. 
You can have up to two intermodule signals. 

Assert Stop Line Generates a pulse used by the optional Prototype 
Debug Tool (PDT). Used by PDT to generate an 
interrupt to stop the system under test.     
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Using States 
You can use up to four states in a trigger program to define more 
specific trigger conditions. You transition from one state to 
another using the Go To State action. Figure 3-21 shows an 
example of a two-state trigger program. 

Only one state controls the GPX module at any time. A state 
remains in control until the trigger program uses the Go To State 
action to jump to another state, the acquisition ends, or you press 
Start/Stop. 

  

Trigger Specification   

  

state @ 

[ | SO IO DI ¢ O 
HEX HEX HEX 
A 0 c 
Poxcxxxxxxgixxxxx xx xgrads) 
  

Then: ORI [ 
IRCEERTED b 

End Of State 0 

  

State 

I | ST R ORI ¢ 0 
HEX HEX HEX 

A D c 

Jascorro oo o]     
  

Then : T 
S top Timer B 

End Of State 1     
  

Figure 3-21. Trigger program using multiple states. This program uses two states to control 
a timer that measures the delay from Sample 0 to Sample 1. The delay 
measurement is displayed in the Auxiliary Data submenu in either the State Table 
or Timing Diagram Display menu. 

Adding and Deleting States 
You can have up to four states in your trigger program. To add a 
state to your program, do this procedure: 

1. Use the CURSOR keys to move the field cursor to a 
highlighted state number field. 

2. Press F2: Add. 

  

The GPX renumbers The GPX adds a state immediately below the one on which you 
states to preserve positioned the cursor. If there are states below the new one, the 
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sequential GPX shifts them downward and changes their numbers to 
numbering. maintain sequential numbering of the states (states are 

numbered zero through three). The added state is a duplicate of 
the one on which you positioned the cursor. You can modify this 
state as needed for your application. 
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NOTE 

If a state contains a Go To State n action and 
renumbering affects state m, then the GPX 
updates n to point to the same state as it did 
before the states were renumbered. 

You can delete a state using this procedure: 

1. Use the CURSOR keys to move the field cursor to the 
highlighted number field of the state you want to delete. 

2. Press F3: Delete. 

If necessary, the GPX renumbers the remaining states to 
maintain sequential numbering. If necessary, the GPX updates 
Go To actions to point to the same states as they pointed to 
before renumbering (see preceding note). 

NOTE 

You cannot delete the last remaining state in a 
trigger program. 

Saving Your Customized Trigger Program 
To save your trigger program, you must switch to the 

Save/Restore Utility menu and use one of the following 
operations: 

* Save Module Setup 

¢ Save All Module Setups 

¢ Save Instrument Setup 

The following procedure saves the module setup: 

1. Press the Util menu key. This displays the PRISM Utility 
menus. 

2. Use the CURSOR keys to position the field cursor in the 
Utility field at the top of the display. 

Press Return to display the pop-up select menu. 

Use the SELECT keys to highlight Save/Restore. 

Press Return to make the selection. 

Move the field cursor to the Select Operation field. 

Press Return to display the pop-up select menu. 

Use the SELECT keys to highlight Save Module Setup. o 
N 

e 
o
o
 W
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To retain a 
customized trigger 

program, save it 
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before exiting 
Programmable 
Trigger mode. 

9. Press Return to make the selection. 

10. Similarly, position the field cursor to the Module field and 
use the pop-up select menu to select the GPX module whose 
setup you want to save. 

11. Use the pop-up select menus to choose a destination disk 
and directory. 

12. Position the field cursor on the File field and type a name 
for the new file you are saving. 

13. Press F1: Execute Command to save the module setup. 
This saves your trigger program and channel groupings. 

After the PRISM saves the module setup, you can return to the 

GPX Setup menu and switch to Trigger Applications mode. You 
use the Save/Restore Utility menu to restore the module setup 
when you need it. For more information about Save/Restore 
operations, refer to Using Utilities in your system user manual. 

If you try to switch to Trigger Application mode after 
customizing a trigger application, the GPX displays a warning 
that your trigger program is not saved. If you do not want to 
save your trigger program, you can press X to confirm the 
warning and the GPX will switch to Trigger Application mode. 
Your customized trigger program will be replaced by the selected 
trigger application. 

SELECTING MODULE WIDTH 

If your PRISM 3002 mainframe (or expansion mainframe) has 
Option 2W (160 Channel Weld Kit) installed in it, you can 
operate the GPX modules as two 80-channel acquisition modules 
or as one 160-channel acquisition module. The following 
paragraphs discuss the effects of switching the module width 
between 80 and 160 channels. 

NOTE 

To operate two GPX modules as a single 
160-channel acquisition module, both modules 

must have the same amount of acquisition 
memory. That is, both must be 8K modules or 
both must be 32K modules. You cannot operate 
an 8K and a 32K module together as a single 
160-channel module. 
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¢ If you change module width, traces for some of the channel 

groups may be turned off in the Timing Diagram. To turn 
these groups on again, press F4: Default Display in the 
Timing Diagram menu. 

¢ If you are using a refmem of a different module width than 
the current configuration, you cannot use Load from Cursor in 
the Search Definition submenu. 

Switching to 160 Channels 
‘When you switch from 80 to 160 channels, the following actions 
occur: 

* The GPX1 Setup menu controls both GPX modules. 

¢ Default groups, which contain all the channels of GPX2, are 
added to the setup of GPX1. This affects channel groupings 
which in turn affects word recognizers, sequence recognizers, 

and range recognizers. 

¢ Refmems acquired by an 80-channel module can be displayed 
using a 160-channel module. If you do so, note that in 

addition to the 80 channels of the refmem, the system also 
displays an extra 80 channels that do not contain any data. 

Switching to 80 channels 

When switching from 160 to 80 channels, the following actions 
oceur: 

¢ If you have made changes to channel groups or to word 
recognizer values, a message warns you that the unsaved 
setup will be lost. 

¢ The Setup menu for GPX2 is restored. 

¢ The setup for GPX2 returns to the state it was in immediately 
prior to switching to 160 channels. 

¢ All channels from GPX2 are removed from the GPX1 channel 
groups. GPX1 channel groups containing only GPX2 channels 
are deleted. 

¢ GPX1 retains as many of the changes made during 
160 channel operation as possible. 

Slow Clock Detect in 160-Channel Module 
During synchronous acquisition, with the system configured as a 
160-channel acquisition module, you may be using two clocks— 
one clock signal connected to each physical 32GPX module. Note 
that the slow clock detect feature is active for the lower- 
numbered module only. 
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USING GLOBAL STORAGE 
Using the Global Storage submenu, you can control data storage 
independent of the initial storage setting and trigger program 

instructions. This submenu provides two types of storage 
control: 

* Time Base Storage Control—uses a sample condition that is 
independent of the initial storage setting and storage 
instructions in the trigger specification. This sample 
condition is applied to acquired data to determine whether or 
not the data is stored. This function is only available when 
the trigger time base is operating in synchronous mode. 

NOTE 

Time base storage control always uses sample 
condition #3 to control the storage. If you have 

used sample condition #3 in your trigger 
program and you make changes to it in the 
Global Storage submenu, those changes are 
reflected wherever sample condition #3 is used 
in the trigger program. The reverse is also true. 
If you set up Global Storage and then make 
changes to sample condition #3 in the trigger 
program, the changes are reflected in the Global 
Storage submenu, providing global storage 

control is on. 

* Time Base Transition Qualification Mask—masks channels so 
that changes on those channels do not cause samples to be 
stored. To use this storage control, you must set the 
acquisition mode for the time base to Transitional. Like time- 
base storage control, this function operates independently of 
the initial storage settings and any storage instructions in the 
trigger specification. 

For example, if one of the probe channels has a signal on it 
that fills the acquisition memory, which limits how much 
other signal activity you can view, you can use the 
qualification mask function to mask that channel so it is not 
stored. You do not have to physically disconnect the probe 
from the signal. 

To access the Global Storage submenu from the Setup menu, 

press F7: Global Storage. Figure 3-22 shows the Global Storage 
submenu display. 
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  ———————————=——CTobal Storage 
  &7 

2]+ 
[ ST s o B IR ¢ 

HEX HEX HEX 
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| COREYIOR CERERIEY) OEe — 
Time Base B Transition Qualification Mask 

HEX 
c T8B   
Fi1 

Load From 
Cursor 

Synchronous Time Bass Storage Control 

Store transitional timebase data only on transitions of selected channels. 
Select channels with 1, deselect channels with 0 or X. 

  

  
    

  

Ex 
Submenu   

  

  

Figure 3-22. Partial screen showing Global Storage submenu. 
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Enable field. This field turns the Time Base Storage 

Control on or off. Your choices are Store sample if (on) and 
Global storage disabled (off). 

Condition test symbol. This field defines the 
relationship between the sample condition and the data 
against which the trigger tests. Your choices are = and = 

Sample condition mode. You use this field to select the 
mode of the sample condition. You have three choices: 

¢ Word Recognizer 

* Range Recognizer 

¢ Sequence Recognizer 

For detailed information about these modes, refer to Using 

Sample Conditions earlier in this section. 

Recognizer data. In this example, these fields define a 
Word Recognizer for sample condition #3. If you choose the 
sequence or range recognizer mode, different fields appear. 
For detailed information about defining sample conditions, 
refer to Using Sample Conditions earlier in this section. 

Transition qualification mask. Use these fields to 
control when transitional time base data is stored. You can 
mask channels so that changes on the channels do not 
cause samples to be stored. To mask a channel, mark it 
with an X or 0 (zero) in binary. For example, in Figure 3-22 
the mask for the group C TBB is hexadecimal FFCA. This 
is equivalent to binary 1111 1111 1100 1010. Transitions 
on channels marked with zeros are masked; transitions on 
channels marked with a binary 1 are stored. 
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Function Keys 

) F1: Load From Cursor. This function key loads a data 
pattern from a sample in a display menu to the word 
recognizer field in the Setup menu. For more information, 
refer to Using Word, Range, and Sequence Recognizers later 
in this section. 

=) F5: Change Radix. This function key changes the radix (base) 
of the channel group that the cursor is on. The GPX cycles 
through radixes in this order: hexadecimal, pattern, range, 

binary, and octal. For more information, refer to Using 
Word, Range, and Sequence Recognizers later in this 

section. 

F8: Exit Submenu. You use this function key to close the 
Global Storage submenu and return to the Setup menu. 
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CREATING CHANNEL GROUPS 

You use the Channel Grouping submenu to select individual 
acquisition channels and organize them into logical groups. You 

may organize these groups to format acquired data for display 
and for specifying word recognizer values. You can assign 

meaningful names to the groups, assign groups to time bases, 

and specify the threshold levels in the system under test (refer to 

Setting Probe and Clock Thresholds later in this section). 

To access the Channel Grouping submenu from the GPX Setup 
menu, press F6: Channel Grouping. The Channel Grouping 
submenu is shown in Figure 3-23. 

ng 
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Time Base @ [ 

    

  

Figure 3-23. Channel Grouping submenu showing default groups. 
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Default range group 

User-defined range 
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group with five 

channels 

Where Groups Are Used 
The PRISM uses the groups in the Channel Grouping submenu 

to display data throughout the PRISM system. The groups 
appear in the following places: 

» GPX Setup menu—groups define samples, ranges, and entry 

and exit points for subroutines in Trigger Applications mode 

* GPX Setup menu—groups define word, sequence, and range 

recognizers in Programmable Trigger mode 

« GPX Global Storage submenu—groups define word, sequence, 

and range recognizers for storage control and define the 

transition qualification mask for transitional storage 

¢ Edit menu—groups define symbols 

 Display menus—groups format data in State Tables, Timing 
Diagrams, Graph, and Performance Analysis displays 

* Execution Control Setup menu—groups define the comparison 

mask in the Mask Config submenu 

Types of Channel Groups 
The GPX uses the following types of groups: 

¢ Range—used for range recognition. A range group must 
contain Section A0, Channel 0. Any additional channels must 
be inserted in sequential order (with AOO the last channel in 
the grouping). Furthermore, the range group must be 
assigned to Time Base A. The group may contain from 1 to 32 

channels. If there is more than one group that meets the 
requirements for a range group, the GPX uses the first valid 
range group in the list for range recognition. See the 

following for examples of valid range groups: 

Section: AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 

33333333222222221111111100000000 
Channel: 76543210765432107654321076543210 

Section: AAAAA 

00000 

Channel: 43210 

NOTE 

If you are operating with the module width set to 

160 channels (requires Option 2W), then you set 
two range groups, one from Slot 0 and one from 
Slot 1. Refer to Defining Channels for a 
160-Channel Module later in this section. 
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¢ Microprocessor—used for optional microprocessor support 
packages (disassemblers). These groups, established when 
you load the microprocessor support software, cannot be 
changed. However, you can add groups, which can be 
modified. 

¢ Standard—may have up to 32 channels in any order. You can 
add duplicate channels and channels from different sections. 
You can assign these groups to either Time Base A or Time 

Base B. 

Defining a Channel Group 

You can define up to 30 groups. This number includes groups 
defined by a microprocessor support package (disassembler) and 
the groups added when the module width is set to 160 channels 
(refer to Selecting Module Width earlier in this section). 

Because of the large number of channels, the probes are divided 
into sections. These sections are intended to help you keep track 

of the individual channels; they do not restrict you from mixing 
channels from various sections when creating new groups or 
modifying existing groups. The sections correspond to the probe 
connectors on the PRISM (see Figure 3-24). The clock channels 
are not included in channel groups. Note that the GPX does not 

use sections CO and C1. 

Adding and Deleting Groups 
To add a new channel group, do the following steps: 

  

1. Use the CURSOR keys to move the field cursor to a field in 
the group immediately above where you want the new 

group added. 
NOTE 

The order in which groups are listed in the 
Channel Group submenu determines their order 
in the Trigger Specification displays and their 
order in the display menus. 

2. Press F5: Add Group. 

The GPX adds fields for the new group below the channel group 
on which the cursor was positioned. The new group has one 

channel (section C2, channel 0). 
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Figure 8-24. Relationship of probe signal lead to menu display. Illustration shows how to relate the screen 
display through the color-coded probe connections to the signal lead attached to your system under 
test. 
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To delete a channel group, do the following steps: 

  

1. Use the CURSOR keys to move the field cursor to a field in 

the group you want to delete. 

2. Press F6: Delete Group. The group on which you positioned 
the cursor is deleted. 

Adding and Deleting Channels 
When adding channels to a group, you can do the following: 

¢ add any of the channels 

* use a channel multiple times 

* assign up to 32 channels to a group 

There are two ways to include a channel in a group: 

* insert a channel 

¢ add the next channel 

When you insert a channel into a group, the next highest channel 
is added to the left of the channel on which the cursor is 
positioned. If the cursor is on the highest-numbered channel, 

another copy of that channel is added. See example below. 

Original Group After Inserting Four Channels 

Section: C Section: CCCCC 
2 22222 

Channel: 0 Channel: 43210 

To insert a channel in a group, do the following steps: 

1. Use the CURSOR keys to move the field cursor to the 
channel to the right of where you want the new channel 
inserted. 

2. Press F1: Insert Channel. 

A new channel, one higher than the channel on which the cursor 
was positioned, is added. Continuing to press the F1: Insert 
Channel key inserts new channels in an increasing sequence. 
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When you add the next channel, the next lowest channel is added 
to the right of the channel on which the cursor is positioned. If 
there is no lower-numbered channel, then a copy of the channel 

on which the cursor is positioned is added. See example below. 

Original Group After Adding Four Channels 

Section: C Section: CCCCC 
2 22222 

Channel: 0 Channel: 00000 

To add the next channel to a group, do the following steps: 

1. Use the CURSOR keys to move the field cursor to the 
channel to the left of where you want the new channel 

added. 

2. Press F2: Add Next Channel. 

A new channel, one lower than the channel on which the cursor 
was positioned, is added. Continuing to press the F2: Add Next 
Channel key adds new channels in a decreasing sequence. 

To delete a channel from a group, do the following steps: 

1. Use the CURSOR keys to move the field cursor to the 
channel that you want to delete. 

2. Press F3: Delete Channel. 

The section and channel number on which the field cursor was 
positioned is deleted. 

Modifying Existing Channels 
To modify the section (A, D, or C) for an existing channel, use the 
CURSOR keys to move the field cursor to the section and then 
type the section you want. To modify the channel number for a 
section, move the cursor to the number you want to change and 
type the new channel number. 

Assigning a Group Name 
The name you assign to a group is used by other menus that 
reference channel groups (see Where Groups are Used earlier in 
this discussion). If you want to change a group name, you must 
change it in the Channel Grouping submenu. You can enter up 

to eight alphanumeric characters in the Group Name field. The 
order in which you enter groups determines their order in the 
Trigger Specification fields and their order in the display menus. 
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To assign a name to a group or to change an existing group 
name, do the following steps: 

1. If the field cursor is not in the Group Name field, use the 

CURSOR keys to move it there. 

2. Type the name you want for the group (up to eight 
alphanumeric characters). 

Assigning a Group to a Time Base 

When you add a group, it is assigned to Time Base A by default. 
To change the Time Base assignment for a group, move the field 
cursor to the Time Base field and type the letter of the time base 
(A or B) to which you want the group assigned. 

Changing the Radix 
The input radixes you select in the Channel Grouping submenu 
are used by default in most other menu displays. The default 
radixes also can be changed in other menus such as the Setup 
menu when in Programmable Trigger mode and in the Global 
Storage submenu. When you create a group, the default radix is 
HEX. However, you can set the radix to any one of the following: 

¢ BIN (binary) 

* OCT (octal) 

¢ HEX (hexadecimal) 

* PATTERN (symbolic) 

* RANGE (symbolic) 

To change the radix of a group, do the following steps: 

1. Use the CURSOR keys to position the field cursor to the 
radix field that you want to change. 

2. Press Return to display the pop-up select menu. 

3. Use the SELECT keys to highlight the radix you want. 

4. Press return to make the selection. 

For more information about changing the radix and symbolic 
radixes, refer to Using Word, Range, and Sequence Recognizers 
later in this section. 

Adding a Range Group 
A group used for range recognition must meet these 
requirements: 

* it must contain Section A0, Channel 0 
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Default group A 
meets the 

requirements for a 

range recognizer 
group. 

  

s all channels must be in sequential order (with A0O the least 

significant channel in the grouping) 

o the group must be assigned to Time Base A 

If you select a module width of 160 channels in the Setup menu 

(requires Option 2W), you can have a valid range group for each 

GPX module. 

Default group A created by the GPX, meets the above 

requirements and is used as the range group as long as you do 

not make changes that invalidate it. Any group you create which 

meets the range group requirements can be used for range 

recognition, but the GPX uses only the first valid group. Ifa 

group meeting range group requirements is inserted before 

default group A, it will be used for range recognition. If no group 

qualifies as a range group, a new function key, F7: Add Range 

Group, appears in the Channel Grouping submenu. 

To add a range group, press F7: Add Range Group in the 

Channel Grouping submenu. The GPX adds a range group at the 

top of your channel-group listing (see Figure 3-25). The default 

name is Range. It is assigned to Time Base A, and this 

assignment cannot be changed. Also, the only change that you 

can make to the channels is to delete (or insert) the highest 

channel. This group always meets the requirements of a range 

group. 

  

  

  

  

Time Base Group Name  Radix Channe | Assignment 

Time Base A [FIFNEN [ Section: AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
33333333222222221111111100000000 

Channe | : [6563210765432107654321076543210 

Time Base [ [NNEENEEN EXTRIELRE A AAAAAAAARAAAARAAARAAAAAAAARAAR 
3333333322222222111111110000000 

L RLLRR 7 ¢ 5¢321076543210765432107658321 

Time Base [ CHENENNN T Section : CEFEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEETEEEETEE 
33333333222222221111111100000000 

channe | : ARREVRRRINTEPRNRAETERBUNAXRERRL) 

Time Base [ CHENNEEN [ section : PEEECCCEEEEEERES 
EEEEEEERPPREELEE) 

channe | : IARREPRERIRRETRL] 

Time Bass [ [EHREE . Section: FECITTLEETCII 
3393333322222227 

Channe | : IRREPRERARRERRL] 

  

Figure 38-25. Range group added to default channel groups. Section A0, channel 0 was 
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deleted from default group A, invalidating it as a range group. Function key 
F7: Add Range Group was used to add the default range group. 
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Restoring the Default Channel Groupings 
You can use the F4: Default Grouping function key to restore the 
channel grouping to its default values (see Figure 3-23). Before 
executing this command, a message displays asking you to 
confirm that you want to change to default grouping. If you 
confirm the change, any groupings you created will be lost if you 
did not save them previously. Refer to Saving Channel 
Groupings following this topic for information about saving your 

groupings. 

To return to the default groupings, press F4: Default Grouping. 

Saving Channel Groupings 
If you want to change channel groups but retain the ones you 
created, you need to save your module setup. To do this, follow 
this procedure: 

1. Press the Util menu key. This displays the PRISM Utility 

menus. 

2. Use the CURSOR keys to move the field cursor to the 
Utility field at the top of the display. 

3. Use the SELECT keys to scroll to the Save/Restore Utility 
menu. 

Move the field cursor to the Select Operation field. 

Press Return to display the pop-up select menu. 

Use the SELECT keys to highlight Save Module Setup. 

Press Return to make the selection. 

o
 

R
 

Similarly, move the field cursor to the Module field and use 
the pop-up select menu to select the GPX module whose 
setup you want to save. 

9. Use the pop-up select menus to choose a destination disk 
and directory. 

10. Position the field cursor on the File field and type a name 
for the new file you are saving. 

11. Press F1: Execute Command to save the module setup. 
This saves the selections you made in the GPX Setup menu 
and submenus (which includes the channel groups). These 
selections are restored when you do a Restore Module 
Setup. 

For more information about Save/Restore operations, refer to 
Using Utilities in your system user manual. 
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Default group A, 
Slot 1 

Default group A, 
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Slot 2 

Defining Channels for a 160-Channel Module 
If you have the module width set to 160 channels in the GPX 
Setup menu (requires Option 2W), then additional default 
channel groups appear in the Channel Grouping submenu 
display. An additional field is used to specify the module (Slot 1 
or Slot 2). Each module can have a valid range recognizer group. 
See Figure 3-26 for the physical location of modules in Slot 1 and 
Slot 2 and the following examples for the screen displays. 

Slot: 11111111111111111111111111111111 
Section: AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 

33333333222222221111111100000000 
Channel: 76543210765432107654321076543210 

Slot: 22222222222222222222222222222222 

Section: AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 

33333333222222221111111100000000 

Channel: 76543210765432107654321076543210 

  

          MDEHHW     

Figure 3-26. Location of Slot 1 in a 3002C/P/E mainframe. Channels 
connected to a module in this position are labeled Slot 1 in the 
GPX Channel Grouping submenu display. Channels in the upper 
slot are labeled Slot 2. 
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The default group names for a module width of 160 channels are 
listed below in the order they appear in the Channel Grouping 
submenu: 

A 

A Slot 2 

D 

C 

C TBB 

D Slot 2 

C Slot 2 

C SL2TBB 

To view all the default groups you must use the CURSOR keys to 
scroll the groups within the Channel Grouping submenu. 
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SETTING DATA AND CLOCK THRESHOLDS 

You use the Channel Grouping submenu to specify the threshold 
levels of your system under test and to form logical channel 
groups (refer to Creating Channel Groups earlier in this section). 

To access the Channel Grouping submenu from the GPX Setup 
menu, press F6: Channel Grouping. The Channel Grouping 
submenu is shown in Figure 3-27. 

  

E SETUP 

Thresho Id 

     XTI 

  

  

Channe ! Grouping 
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Time 

Time 

Time 
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Figure 3-27. 
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C 7654 D 76543210 D 76543210 |C 7654 D 76543210 D 76543210 
3 B 1T e ol T 

+1.40v 

C 3210 A 76543210 A 76543210 |C 3210 A 76543210 A 76543210 
3 8 s B i - 1T 0 

Ra Channe | Assignment 

D [ EXRRRERLEMAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAARAAARAAAAAAAAAA| 
R R PR P PPN RRER RN X TL XL LY 

channe | : ARRERRERARTERRRRAE L ER SARARYEE RN 

T I EEEREEY M 0000000DDD0DDDODDDDDDODDDODDDDD DY 
33333333222222221111111100000000 

CYTTYTNRE 76523210765432107654321076543210 

. Section: FETTERRITER 
3333333322222222 

channe | : ARTERRERAEREERL] 

EEREE) section: [T 
IR IREESERRER R Y 

channe 1 AEVERRKRIETERRL) 

  

  
Channel Grouping submenu showing threshold setup. 

The four groups to the right of the Threshold field correspond to 
the four P6490 Probes. The groups are arranged in the same 

order as the probe connectors on the side of the PRISM 
mainframe (see Figure 3-28). Below each channel in these 
groups is a bar called an activity indicator. If there is signal 
activity on the channel, the bar switches between a low position 

(logic 0) and a high position (logic 1). These activity indicators 
allow you to make a quick visual check of the overall activity on 
the probe channels. 
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SLOT NUMBER 

      
Figure 3-28. Probe locations that correspond to menu display. 

If there is no activity on a channel, it may be caused by no 
signal voltage, an incorrect threshold voltage level, or the 
channel lead not connected. If all the channels associated 
with a probe are inactive, check the probe connections at the 
PRISM mainframe. Although the probe connectors are keyed, 

_itis possible to plug the probes with blue or orange color 
coding into the connectors upside down. 

The clock channels are not included in channel groups. (Refer to 
Specifying Synchronous Clocking and Using the Clocking Options 
Submenu later in this section for clocking information.) 

The threshold voltage is the voltage to which the input signals 
are compared. You set the GPX thresholds to the threshold 
voltage levels used by the system under test. Signals below this 
voltage are logic low (0) and signals above this voltage are logic 

high (1). 
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You can select a logic threshold from the following choices: 

¢ TTL(+1.40V) 

¢ ECL(-1.30V) 

e CMOS (+2.50 V) 

e Variable (from -2.50 V to +7.50 V in 0.01 V increments) 

There are two methods of setting the probe and clocking 
thresholds: Single and By Probe. 

Single. When you select Single in the Threshold field, all clock 
thresholds and all probe thresholds for the GPX module are set 
to whatever voltage you select in the threshold type field. See 
Figure 3-29. 

HALLEMMNGPX1: Goneral Purpose Analysis fi 
Channe | Grouping 

  

     
C 7654 D 76543210 D 76543210 |C 7654 D 76543210 D 76543210 
3 ek 2T I ~   

i +1.40V   

© 3210 A 76543210 A 76543210 |C 3210 A 76543210 A 76543210 
3 3 2 2 . 2 S ="   
  

Figure 3-29. Partial Channel Grouping submenu showing threshold selection fields. 
Single and TTL are selected which sets all clock thresholds and probe thresholds to 
the TTL level (+1.40 V). 

By Probe. When you select By Probe in the Threshold type 
field, a threshold field appears in the display for each probe and 
a Clock Threshold field appears below the Threshold field. See 
Figure 3-30. You can set the probe threshold for each probe 
independently of the other probes. You can set the clock 
threshold to By Probe, which sets the clock threshold for each 
probe to the same level as the probe threshold you select for that 
probe. Or you can set all the clocks to the threshold you select in 

this field (TTL, ECL, CMOS, or Variable). 

  

  = seTur: [N I ST 
Channe | Grouping 

  

  

  

  

Thresho 1d : ENEGETYN +1.40V [ETL: +1.40V 
C 7654 D 76543210 D 76543210 |C 7654 D 76543210 D 76543210 
¥ LT il | TN il | i 

Clock Threshold 
LR 4oV R oV 

€ 3210 A 76543210 A 76543210 |C 3210 A 76543210 A 76543210 
T 8 T e B e e |2 VT e 0T i       
  

Figure 3-30. Partial Channel Grouping submenu showing threshold selection by probe. 
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If you have the module width set to 160 channels (you must have 

option 2W), then your display is as shown in Figure 3-31. You 

need to set thresholds for both Slot 1 and Slot 2 (eight probes). 

  

  

  

    

  

  

  

  

  

  

    
  

  

  
  

  

    

= SETUP 
Channel Grouping 

Thresho Id: TTL w140V LR +1.40V 
[siot 2 C 7654 D 76543210 D 76543210 |C 7654 D 76543210 D 76543210 

3 s e T et 
Clock Threshold 

[ +1.40V A +1.40V 
C 3210 A 76543210 A 76543210 |C 3210 A 76543210 A 76543210 
3 1T T e T | Tl e 

A w140V A w140V 
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C 3210 A 76543210 A 76543210 |C 3210 A 76543210 A 76543210 
3 Y e it |2 e s S     
  

Figure 3-31. 
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Threshold fields for module width of 160 channels. 
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SPECIFYING SYNCHRONOUS CLOCKING 

In Synchronous acquisition mode, the GPX uses external 
clocking to acquire data from your system under test. You use 
the Synchronous Clocking submenu to set up the clocking 
parameters, which determine when the probe data is sampled. 

To display the Synchronous Clocking submenu from the GPX 
Setup menu: 

¢ Programmable Trigger mode—select Synchronous for the 
Time Base A acquisition mode, then press F4: Sync Clocking. 

* Trigger Application mode—select a state type application, 
then press F4: Sync Clocking. If you have a microprocessor 
support package installed, the Sync Clocking submenu is not 
available. Instead, the F4: Clocking Options submenu is 
(refer to Using the Clocking Options Submenu later in this 
section). 

Figure 3-32 shows the Synchronous Clocking menu display. 

  

  = SETUP: (GPX1: GENERAL PURPOSE ANALYS IS — 

I Acquisi tion Dep i ; (| 
Synchronous Clocking Sy 

Programmab e Tri   
  

  

Sample Clock: 
Clock c2 

    
  

Figure 3-32. Synchronous Clocking submenu. 
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Clock Lines 
Clock lines are edge The GPX has four clock lines (0 through 3) that are edge- 

sensitive ( ./ or \.). sensitive and can be connected to any point on your system 

under test. You can select whether data sampling occurs on the 
rising edge ( /) or the falling edge ( \) of the clock signal. 
‘When using Synchronous acquisition mode, you must connect at 
least one clock line to a clock signal in your system under test. 

Qualifier Lines 
Qualifier lines are There are four, level-sensitive qualifier lines (C2_0, C2_1, C2_2, 

level sensitive. and C2_3) that are combined (ANDed) with the clock line. The 
default value for the qualifier lines is X (Don't Care). The other 
choices are 1 (logic high) and 0 (logic low). You can use the 
qualifiers to more accurately determine when the data is 
sampled. 

For example, you can eliminate all direct memory access cycles 

from an acquisition by clocking only when the lines that indicate 
a direct memory access are not asserted. To do this, connect one 
qualifier line to the direct memory access enable line and select 
the proper logic (high or low) for the qualifier line in the 
Synchronous Clock submenu. Since the sample clock is ANDed 
with the qualifier, sample data is clocked into the GPX only 
when the clock occurs and the direct memory access is not 
asserted. 

Sample Clock Equations 

Sample clock equations are composed of clock and qualifier line 
inputs that are logically joined by a Boolean operator (AND or 
OR). You can expand the sample clock equation by adding up to 
three ORed clock expressions to the clock equation. See below. 

Sample Clock 
Clock c2_ 

0 
on B 
or B I 
or B [ 
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B 
B
 E 

Single-phase 

clocking uses one 
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sample clock 
equation. 

To add an ORed clock to your equation, press F2: Add ORed 
Clock. 

Note that when you change one of the fields in the default 
display, two new function keys appear: 

¢ F1: Undo All Changes—this key reverts the Synchronous 
Clocking submenu to the state it was in when you opened it. 

¢ F4: Default Clocking—this key sets all Synchronous Clocking 
submenu fields to their default conditions. 

If you add an ORed Clock to your clock equation, then the 
F3: Delete ORed Clock function key is displayed. Pressing this 
key deletes the last ORed clock clause from the clock equation on 
which the field cursor is positioned. 

Single-Phase Clocking 
Single-phase clocking uses one sample clock equation to clock in 
the sample data for all channels in a module. If you have the 
module width set to 160 channels in the GPX Setup menu 
(requires Option 2W), then you must specify a clock equation for 
each module (Slot 1 and Slot 2). You must also select which clock 
equation ends the cycle and causes the sample data to be logged 
into memory. If you want all channels clocked off the same clock 
signals, you must connect the clock and signal lines from both 
modules to the same signals and define identical clocking 
equations for both modules. See Figure 3-33. When you select 
the Synchronous Clocking submenu, you are in the single-phase 
clocking setup display by default. 
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Figure 3-33. 
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Slot 2 Clocking Equations: 
Sample Clock: 

Clock 

  

Exit 
Submeny   

Single-phase clocking display with module width set to 160 channels. 
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Multiple-Phase Clocking 
Multiple-phase Multiple-phase clocking occurs when you specify two different 

clocking allows two  sample clock equations and assign one equation to each probe 
sample clock section to clock in sample data. 

equations. 

@ To set up multiple-phase clocking from the default Synchronous 
Clocking submenu, press F6: Multiple Phase. Figure 3-34 shows 
the multiple-phase clocking display. 
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Figure 3-34. Menu display for multiple-phase clocking. 
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As you can see in Figure 3-34, you can specify two sample clock 
equations in multiple-phase clocking. You then assign each of 
the probe sections listed in the table (located below the clock 
equations) to one of the sample clock equations (0 or 1). Since 
you are using two clocking equations, you must also select which 
clock equation ends the cycle and causes the sample data to be 
logged into memory. 

If you have the module width set to 160 channels in the GPX 
Setup menu (requires Option 2W), you must specify two sample 
clock equations for each module (Slot 1 and Slot 2). To 

synchronize operation between modules , the clock equations 
must be similar and the same clock used for both modules, which 
requires double probing the clock. You must also select which 
one of the four sample clock equations ends the cycle. See 

  

  

    
  

  

  

  

Figure 3-35. 
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Figure 3-35. Multiple-phase clocking setup display for a module width of 160 channels. 

If you want to return to the single-phase clocking setup, press 
the F6: Single Phase function key. 
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Demultiplexing 
Demultiplexing separates information that occurs on the same 
line at different times. The GPX does single-probe 
demultiplexing; you do not need to double probe the bus, which 
minimizes ac loading. To do this, the GPX uses two separate 
sample clock equations to store two sets of data from the same 
input signals. 

To set up synchronous clocking for demultiplexing, you must 
define your two sample clock equations (or four equations if 
using a module width of 160 channels) as described for multiple- 
phase clocking. You must also select which clock equation ends 
the cycle and causes the sample data to be logged into memory. 

In the table shown in the multiple-phase clocking display, the A 
sections are paired with the D sections. For example, DO/AO, 
D1/A1, and so on. If you select Yes in the Demux column for A0, 
then Not connected appears in the Demux column adjacent to DO. 
In the Sample Clock column, you assign a sample clock equation 
to AO0. The GPX automatically assigns the other clock equation 
to DO. See the example below. In this example, the section AQ 
sample data is clocked in with sample clock 1. Then sample 
clock 0 clocks the signals on section A0 again and stores the data 
where the DO signals normally are stored. Both data samples 
are time-stamped. 

  

Section| Demux |Sampie Clock 

0o Not connected o 
A0 i ] 
D1 o 
A1 [ o 
D2 [ 
A2 o] o 
03 o 
Al [ [ 

c2 0 
c3 o       

If you have the module width set to 160 channels in the GPX 
Setup menu (requires Option 2W), you must specify the 
demultiplexing for each module. You must also specify two 
sample clock equations for each module (Slot 1 and Slot 2) and 
select which one of the four sample clock equations ends the cycle 
and causes the sample data to be acquired. See Figure 3-35. To 
synchronize operation between modules, the clock equations 
must be similar and the same clock used for both modules, which 
requires double probing the clock. 
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USING THE CLOCKING OPTIONS SUBMENU 
Use the Clocking Options submenu to select clocking functions 
that are specific to the microprocessor you are disassembling. 
The choices displayed in this submenu depend on the 
microprocessor support package you have loaded. 

The F4: Clocking Options function key is displayed only if you do 
the following: 

* load a microprocessor support package 

* select a state trigger application in Trigger Applications mode 
or select the microprocessor support for Time Base A 
acquisition mode in Programmable Trigger mode 

@ Press the F4: Clocking Options function key to display the 
Clocking Options submenu. Figure 3-36 shows the clocking 
choices for the 68040 disassembler. For detailed information on 
the choices available, refer to the instruction manual for the 
specific microprocessor support package you are using. 
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Figure 3-36. Clocking Options submenu for the 68040 microprocessor support package. 
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USING WORD, RANGE, AND SEQUENCE 
RECOGNIZERS 
The GPX has several functions that make it easier to manage 
data. You can display and input data in different radixes. To 
make your data displays more readable, you can use symbols to 
represent data. Finally, GPX provides a method to load word, 
range, and sequence recognizer fields from previously acquired 
data. 

Changing the Radix 
The input radixes you select in the Channel Grouping submenu 
are used by default in most other menu displays. However, you 
can use the F5: Change Radix function key to change the radixes 
in other menus, such as the Setup menu and the Global Storage 
submenu. Using the F5: Change Radix function key, you can set 
the radix to any one of the following radixes: 

¢ BIN (binary) 

* OCT (octal) 

* HEX (hexadecimal) 

e PATTERN (symbolic) 

¢ RANGE (symbolic) 

To change the radix of a group, do the following steps. 

1. Use the CURSOR keys to position the field cursor to the 
group field whose radix you want to change. 

2. Press the F5: Change Radix function key to cycle through 
the radix selections. 

Using Range and Pattern Symbols 
Range and pattern radixes allow you to use symbols. Symbols 
are mnemonics that you create to help you easily identify 
numeric values. For example, the data pattern 0XXXX101 could 
be represented by the symbol Sys_Reset. You must first create a 
symbol table in the Symbol Definition Edit menu, or you can load 
a symbol table from a host computer using LA_CONNECT or 
from other software applications, such as a microprocessor 
support package. 
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The symbol table is a file of alphanumeric symbolic names and 
data values. The GPX uses the symbol table to translate 
numbers to alphanumeric mnemonics. It looks up a numeric 
value in the symbol table and substitutes the symbol that you 
entered for that value (or UNDEFINED if no symbol matches the 

value). 

If you select PATTERN as the radix, the symbol corresponding to 
a channel group value is used in place of the actual group value. 
If you select RANGE, the symbol replaces a range of data values. 
If there is no symbol table available or if the channel group value 

or range has no symbol defined for it, then the label 
UNDEFINED appears for that channel group value or range 

value. 

For complete information about symbols, refer to Using Symbols 

in your PRISM system user manual. 

Loading Data from the Cursor 
If you want to load a word, range, or sequence recognizer with a 
data pattern from previously acquired data, you can use the 
F1: Load From Cursor function key. When pressed, this key 
loads the channel group value from the active data cursor in a 
Display menu to the word, sequence, or range recognizer field on 

which the field cursor is currently positioned in the GPX Setup 
menu or submenu. To load data from the cursor, do the 
following: 

1. Press the Dspl Menu key. 

2. Use the CURSOR keys to move the field cursor to the 
DISPLAY field at the top of the Display menu. 

3. Press Return to display the pop-up select menu. 

4. Use the SELECT keys to highlight the Display menu from 
which you want to load data. 

5. Press Return to select the Display menu. 

6. Use the CURSOR keys to position the data cursor on the 
channel group value you want to load. 

7. Press the Setup Menu key to return to the GPX Setup 
menu. 

8. Position the field cursor on the word, range or sequence 
recognizer field to which you want to load the data. 

9. Press F1: Load From Cursor. The data is loaded from the 
field in the Display to the field in the GPX menu. 
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MAKING AN ACQUISITION 
After you have defined the trigger specification, you are ready to 

make an acquisition. 

Press the Start/Stop key. While the GPX is acquiring data, the 
Acquisition Status menu displays. This screen informs you of 
the progress of the acquisition. The status information can help 
you spot a problem in your setup, such as a trigger test 
specification that prevents the GPX from finding the trigger 
event. 

If the trigger event is not found, then you should check the 
following: 

¢ connections to the system under test 

¢ channel grouping 

¢ trigger word recognizer value 

¢ threshold voltages for probes and clocks 

When the GPX completes the acquisition, it immediately displays 
the data stored in the acquisition memory in the display format 
previously used. If the display has not been accessed since 
powering up, the default display is State. 

If the GPX cannot complete the acquisition, the Acquisition 
Status screen remains on the display. Press the Start/Stop key 
again to complete the acquisition. 

For information about the Acquisition Status display, refer to 
Acquiring Data in your system user manual. 

Auto-Run Acquisition 
Auto-run acquisition mode is only valid with a single time base. 
Turn the second time base off when using auto-run acquisition. 
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DISPLAYING DATA 

When the acquisition is complete, the PRISM system 
automatically displays the acquired data. You can view the data 
in state table format, as a timing diagram, or as a graph. To 
change display formats, place the cursor in the first field of the 
display menu and press the SELECT keys to cycle through the 
choices. 

Various display features are available in the State Table and 
Timing Diagram displays. Refer to the system user manual for 
an in-depth description of the State Table, Timing Diagram, and 
Graph Display formats and features. 

Time Stamp Values and Shared Memory 
Time stamp values show how much time has elapsed between 
data samples. They are also used to time-correlate data from 
other modules. 

You can view the time stamp value in the State Display menu as 
time from previous sample (relative) or time from sample trigger 
(absolute). Refer to the Displaying Data section of your system 
user manual for more detail on displaying time stamp values. 

REFMEMS AND HIGH-RESOLUTION MODE 

Normally, you can save any acqmem to a refmem. However, if 

you are using a GPX module equipped with the deep memory 
option, and you are operating in High-Resolution or 160-channel 
mode, the PRISM may not have enough system RAM to support 
storing your acquisition memory to a refmem. If there is not 

enough available system RAM, the PRISM displays a message 
telling you that the operation failed. 

If this occurs, you can either free system RAM by unloading 
refmems or applications that you are not using, or reduce the 
depth of the acquisition (in the Acquisition Depth field) and 
reattempt the save operation. 
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Appendix A: INSTALLATION AND CONNECTIONS 

Installing software 
and loading 

software are two 
different procedures. 

32GPX User Manual 

This appendix contains information about installing the GPX 
module, installing and loading the GPX application software, and 
connecting the P6490 probes to the PRISM system and your 
system under test. The appendix also contains some general 
grounding guidelines. 

INSTALLING THE GPX MODULE 

If you received the GPX module with your PRISM system, the 

manufacturer installed the module in your system at the factory. 
If you received the GPX module only, and you already own a 
PRISM system, you must have a qualified service technician 
install the GPX module in your PRISM mainframe. 

  

Serious electric shock hazards exist within the 
mainframe. Do not remove covers. Installation 
of application modules should only be 
performed by a qualified service technician. 

Instructions for application module 
installation are packaged with the application 
module. 

INSTALLING AND LOADING SOFTWARE 

When you install the GPX software in the PRISM system, the 
PRISM copies the files from the GPX disk to the appropriate 
directories on its hard disk. You only install the GPX software 
onto a hard disk, and you need to do this procedure only once. 

When you load the GPX software, the PRISM writes the software 

from either its hard disk or from a floppy disk to the RAM in the 
PRISM. 

You may encounter several situations that affect loading the 
GPX Acquisition module software: 

* If your PRISM does not have a hard disk drive, then you need 
to manually load the GPX application software into PRISM 
RAM. See Loading Application Software from Floppy Disks 
later in this appendix. 
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You can verify that 

the GPX application 
software is loaded 

by checking the 
Application 

Software listing in 

A2 

the System 
Configuration 
Utility menu. 

  

* If you received the GPX module with your PRISM system and 
the system has a hard disk drive, then the GPX software is 

already installed. The GPX software loads automatically 
when you power up the PRISM mainframe. 

¢ If you ordered the GPX module after you received your PRISM 
mainframe, then you must install the GPX software onto the 
hard disk drive and reboot the system to load it. See the 
following topic, Installing Application Software onto a Hard 
Disk. 

Installing Application Software onto a Hard Disk 
To install the GPX application software onto your hard disk, 
perform the following steps: 

1. Power up the PRISM system. 

Insert your GPX application disk into the floppy drive. 

Press the Util key to select the Utility menus. 

Use the CURSOR keys to position the field cursor to the 
Utility field at the top of the display. 

Use the SELECT keys to select the Disk Services menu. 

6. Use the CURSOR keys to position the field cursor to the 
Select Operation field. 

7. Press Return to display the pop-up select menu. 

8. Use the SELECT keys to highlight the Install Software 
operation. 

9. Press Return to make the selection. 

10. Press F1: Execute Command to install the GPX application 
software. A message asks you to confirm the install 
procedure. Press X to confirm. Another message at the top 
of the display tells you when the installation is complete. 
The Install Software function copies all files from the floppy 
disk to directories of the same name on the hard disk. 

11. You can load the GPX application software into RAM in 
either of two ways: 

¢ Cycle the PRISM mainframe power off and on to reboot 
the system. The GPX application software is loaded 
automatically. 

* Use the Load Application operation in the Save/Restore 
Utility menu to load the GPX file in the Support 
directory to the GPX module. You do not have to reboot. 
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Loading Application Software from Floppy Disks 

To load the GPX application software, do the following: 

1. Insert your system disk into the floppy drive. Power up the 
PRISM system. 

2. When prompted, remove the system disk and insert the 
GPX application disk. 

3. Press the Return key. The GPX application software loads 
automatically. 
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CONNECTING THE P6490 PROBES 

The P6490 General Purpose Probe provides the general-purpose 

interface to the system under test for state and timing 

acquisitions. Figure A-1 shows the P6490 Probe and its standard 

accessories. Using the podlet holders, you can easily connect the 

probes to probe adapters that are used with a wide range of 
microprocessor-specific disassemblers. Or you can remove some 
or all of the signal leads from a podlet holder and connect the 

leads to the system under test using the podlets and the 

KlipChip™ adapters. 

The remainder of this appendix discusses how to connect the 
probes to the PRISM system and the system under test. It also 
discusses some general guidelines for grounding. 

  

-— PROBE CONNECTOR 

PROBE CABLE / 
/ 

   

    

  

     

    

   

PROBE LEADSET 

PROBE GROUND 
LEAD (1) 

PROBE BODY 

PROEHEOIETERFACE 

5 SIGNAL LEADS 

KUPCH|PS &/\ 
(2) PODLET GROUND 

LEADS (10) 
CLOCK LEAD 

PODLET HOLDER 

PODLET GROUND LEAD (1) )     
  

Figure A-1. P6490 General Purpose Probe and standard accessories. 
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The cable retainer(s) 
must be removed 

before probes can be 
disconnected or 

attached. 
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Connecting P6490 Probes to the PRISM System 
The P6490 General Purpose Probes attach to the GPX module 
connectors on the right side of the PRISM mainframe. The probe 
bodies and probe leadsets have color-coded labels (blue, gray, 
orange, and green). A label on the PRISM mainframe indicates 

the location for each color-coded probe. A 3001GPX can have 
only one GPX module. A 3002C/P/E mainframe can have two 
GPX modules installed, which allows you to connect eight probes 
to the PRISM mainframe. The locations of the color-coded probes 
are the same for each module (slot 1 and slot 2). 

Overview of Connection Procedure 
Each probe connector is keyed. The key must face upwards when 
the connector is plugged onto the GPX module. The probe 
connectors are secured with metal cable retainers, which are 

included with the GPX module (see Figure A-2). If the GPX 

module is located in the upper slot (2), then you secure the cables 
using the cable retainer with the metal tab. If the GPX module 
is in the lower slot (1) or is installed in a 3001GPX mainframe, 

use the cable retainer without a tab. If two GPX modules are 
installed, use both retainers, secured with a single screw. 

  

    

UPPER 
CABLE RETAINER    

    
  

Figure A-2. Probe cable retainers installed on a 3002C/P/E mainframe. 
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Probe Connection Procedure 

  

CAUTION 
      

The probe connector should be attached to the 
PRISM GPX module when power to the PRISM 
mainframe is off. If the power is on when you 
connect the probe connector to the GPX module 
and the connectors are misaligned horizontally, 

electrical components in the probe and GPX 
module may be damaged. 

To connect probes to a GPX module, refer to Figure A-3 

(3002C/P/E) or Figure A-4 (3001GPX) and do the following: 

1. Remove the screw from between the GPX module 
connectors in slot 1. Retain the screw for later 
reassembling. 

  

  

    

   

      

   

UPPER 
CABLE RETAINER 

LOWER 
CABLE RETAINER 

ALIGN KEY TO FIT 
IN CONNECTOR SLOTS 

  

     
        

A6 

iy 
I 

q "'il,‘ ¥ 

FOLD AS SHOWN 
AND INSERT THROUGH 

CABLE RETAINER 

Figure A-3. Connecting P6490 probes to a 3002C/P/E PRISM system. 
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CAUTION 
      

To avoid damaging the probe cable, do not 
crease the cable when bending it. 

2. Hold the gray color-coded probe with the key facing 
upwards. Gently bend the right corner of the probe back at 
a diagonal, taking care not to crease the cable. 

3. Slip the cable through the appropriate retainer cutout and 

unfold the cable. Plug the probe connector onto the GPX 
module in the location shown by the label on the PRISM 
mainframe. 

4. Repeat the above procedure with the three remaining 
probes in this color-code order: blue, green, and orange. 

If you are installing probes for one GPX module, do 
step 5. If you are installing probes for two GPX 
modules (3002C/P/E), skip step 5 and do steps 6 and 7. 

  

    
    

CABLE RETAINER 

  

     
    

ALIGN KEY TO FIT 

IN CONNECTOR SLOTS 
Iy 

Qy 
& 

FOLD AS SHOWN e 
AND INSERT THROUGH 

CABLE RETAINER 

Figure A-4. Connecting P6490 probes to a PRISM 3001GPX system. 
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5. Position the cable retainer in place and fasten with the 
screw removed in step 1. This completes the procedure for 
connecting the probes to the PRISM system. 

6. Feed the probe cables for the second GPX module through 
the remaining cable retainer and connect the cables to the 
GPX module as described in steps 2 through 4. 

7. Align the holes in the upper and lower cable retainers with 
the hole in the chassis and secure the retainers with the 
screw removed in step 1. This completes the procedure for 
connecting the probes to the PRISM system. 

Connecting a Leadset to a Probe Body 
Your probes may come with the probe leadsets attached. If not, 
attach the leadsets to the probes, taking care that you align the 
pins properly and that you match the color-coded label on each 
leadset to the same color-coded probe. 

Connecting to the System Under Test 
A probe leadset has the signal leads (podlets) grouped into three 

podlet holders, each capable of holding eight leads. Two of the 

holders are full, and the third holder contains four signal leads. 
The podlets for channels 0 through 7 have color-coded bands. 
They are grouped in the podlet holder according to the resistor 
color code (see table below). 

  

Channel 

Number | Lead Color 

0 black 

brown 

red 

orange 

yellow 
green 

blue 

violet 

  

  

  

  

  

  

        ~
N
o
 

o
]
 
e
l
 

] 

  

The holders simplify connecting leads to microprocessor probe 
adapters used with the optional microprocessor support packages 
(disassemblers). For more information about configuring the 
leadset for disassembly use, see the instruction manual for the 
specific disassembler you intend to use. 
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If you are not using a disassembler and the podlet groupings do 

not meet your requirements, you can open the podlet holders and 

remove some or all of the signal leads (see Figure A-5). 

  

  
   

  

PODLET HOLDER 

  
  

Figure A-5. Removing or installing podlets in a podlet holder.
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Figure A-6 shows a technique that simplifies installing podlets in 
a holder. 

  

     
Position podets in the holder. 
Hold podets in place, and plug 
&-pin header* into podlets. 

Use header pins to hold 
podlets in position, and snap 
the holder cover into place. 

    *Cut from 1 x 36 header, Tek Part Number 131-1614-XX. 
  

Figure A-6. Suggested technique for installing podlets in podlet 
holder. 
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You can connect the podlets individually to 0.025 inch square-pin 
connectors. You can also connect the podlets to the KlipChip 
adapters and attach these to surface-mounted components. See 

Figure A-7. 

  

    

    

  

KLIPCHIP 
ADAPTER 

PODLET 

PODLET 
GROUND 
LEAD   
  

  
Figure A-7. Connecting signal lines to the system under test, using 

podlet and podlet ground lead and a KlipChip adapter. 

To improve grounding over that provided by the probe ground 
lead, you can attach a podlet ground lead to each podlet. See 
Figure A-8 for instructions about installing the ground lead. 
Refer to Grounding the P6490 Probe later in this section for more 
specific guidelines about grounding the P6490 probe in your 

system. 

  

CAUTION 
      

All grounds in the probe are tied to a common 
point. Do not attach a probe ground lead or 
podlet ground lead to a voltage source. This can 
cause excessive current to flow in the ground 
leads, which may damage them and your system 
under test. 
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1. Align ciip on podiet 
ground lead with 
podlet ground window. 

LR 

2. Apply slight pressure 
while twisting ciip around 
podiet. 

. Podiet ground lead 
installed on podiet     

  

Figure A-8. Installing a podlet ground lead on a podlet. 

Grounding the P6490 Probe 
The purpose of a ground lead for any probing system is to 
provide an acceptable return path for signal current. For a logic 
analyzer probe, the type and number of ground connections 
required is a compromise between performance and ease of use. 
You must consider signal clock rates and transition times, since 
higher signal rates require more ground connections to ensure 
reliable probing. 
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Ground Configurations 
The P6490 has three types of ground connections. 

NOTE 

In any ground configuration, the podlet ground 
lead must be used on the clock channel. 

1. The probe ground lead (five inches long) connects to either 
one of the ground positions (labeled GND) on the probe 
interface housing. (For best operation, it is recommended 
that the ground position next to the clock be used.) This 
ground is acceptable for low-speed logic with clock rates less 
than or equal to 20 MHz and transition times less than 1 
V/ns. The following are examples of low-speed logic devices: 

¢ LS (low-power Schottky logic) 

¢ ALS (advanced low-power Schottky logic) 

« HCT (high-speed CMOS logic) 
2. The podlet ground lead connects to the podlet. This ground 

should be used for high-speed logic. A minimum of 50% of 
the podlets should be grounded in this application. For 
transition times greater than or equal to 2 V/ns, a podlet 
ground on each channel is recommended. See Figure A-8 
for instructions about installing a ground lead on a podlet. 
The following are examples of high-speed logic devices: 

¢ FAST (Fairchild advanced Schottky logic) 

* AS (advanced Schottky logic) 

¢ ACT (advanced CMOS logic) 

* FCT (fast CMOS logic) 

* 10KH and 100K (emitter-coupled logic) 

3. The podlet holder provides a ground connection for each 
channel. An internal metal contact connects the ground for 
each podlet and provides a receptacle for an adjacent 
square pin. All eight podlet grounds are connected to a 
common bus. Podlet holders provide the highest quality 
ground connections and can be used with all logic types. 

Stacking Probes 
If the probe ribbon cables are placed directly together and 
positioned in parallel for most of their length, the probe bodies 
should be snapped together. This connects logic grounds 
between probes and prevents crosstalk between the ribbon 
cables. Up to eight probes may be stacked together. See 
Figure A-9. 
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Full instrument 
specifications are 
guaranteed only 
when a ground is 

A-14 

used on each 
channel. 

  

    

   

   

UPPER PROBE BODY 
SNAPS ONTO LOWER 

PROBE BODY_ 

    
  

Figure A-9. Stacking P6490 Probes. 

General Guidelines for Grounding 
In a noisy or high electromagnetic interference (EMI) 

environment, a podlet ground lead should be used on each 

channel. In this environment, using the probe ground lead in 

addition to the podlet ground leads improves noise immunity. If 

you use less than a full complement of podlet ground leads, then 

the podlet ground leads should be connected on the channels 

with highest slew rates and most critical timing. 

Failure to use sufficient ground connections may cause crosstalk 

between podlets and degradation of timing accuracy, setup and 

hold times, and the minimum over-drive requirement. Full 

instrument specifications are guaranteed only when a ground is 

used on each channel (through either podlet ground leads or the 

podlet holder). 

  

CAUTION 
      

All grounds in the probe are tied to a common 
point. Do not attach a probe ground lead or 
podlet ground lead to a voltage source. This can 
cause excessive current to flow in the ground 
leads, which may damage them and your system 
under test. 
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All P6490 grounds connected to the podlets and the probe 
interface housing are bused in common. Therefore, care should 

be taken to avoid connecting these grounds to power supply or 

signal lines. A limiting element is provided between the probe 

ground node and the GPX module's ground to protect the probe, 

ribbon cable, and the PRISM system. However, damage may 

oceur to the ground leads and your system under test if you 

connect ground leads to a power supply. 

Mechanical Dimensions 

Figure A-10 shows the mechanical dimensions of the probe 

podlet, podlet holder, and pin spacing. When building your 

prototype system, you can use these dimensions to take 

advantage of the P6490 Probe podlet holders, which allow you to 

quickly connect the probe to your system under test. 
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Mechanical dimensions of podlet, podlet holder, and pin spacing. 
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Appendix B: OPTIONS AND ACCESSORIES 

Standard Accessories for 32GPX Acquisition Module 

  

Tektronix 
Description Part Number 

32GPX Software Package 063-0953-XX 

PRISM 32GPX Acquisition Module User Manual 070-8465-XX 

32GPX Release Notes 061-3893-XX 

3002C/P/E Application Module Installation Instructions 070-7696-XX 

Marker, ident, slot identifier 334-8267-00 

Marker, ident, 32GPX probe locations 334-8270-00 

Cable, power 174-0601-00 

Probe, general purpose (standard 4 ea) P6490 

Probe, general purpose (Option 1D 3 ea) P6490 

Probe, general purpose (Option 2D 2 ea) P6490 

Probe, general purpose (Option 3D 1 ea) P6430 
Retainer, cable, lower 343-1523-00 
Retainer, cable, upper 343-1524-00 

Optional Accessories for 32GPX Acquisition Module 

  

Tektronix 
Description Part Number 

32GPX service manual 070-8354-XX 

Weld circuit board 671-2403-XX 

Probe, P6490, general purpose (package of 4) 020-2069-00 
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Standard Accessories for P6490 General Purpose Probe 

  

Tektronix 
Description Part Number 

Package of 12 KlipChips (1 ea) 020-1386-01 
Package of 10 Podlet ground leads 020-2014-00 

Package of 3 eight-channel podlet holders 020-2013-00 

Package of 9 color coding bands (3 ea) 334-8479-00 

Label, probe body, blue 334-8350-00 

Label, probe body, gray 334-8351-00 

Label, probe body, orange 334-8352-00 

Label, probe body, green 334-8353-00 

Label, probe interface housing, blue 334-8354-00 

Label, probe interface housing, gray 334-8355-00 

Label, probe interface housing, orange 334-8356-00 
Label, probe interface housing, green 334-8357-00 

Probe ground lead (1 ea) 196-3377-00 
Podlet ground lead (1 ea) 196-3376-00 

Optional Accessories for P6490 General Purpose Probe 

  

Tektronix 
Description Part Number 

Podlet test fixture 671-0049-02 

Probe leadset with labels, podlet holders, package of 10 012-1406-50 
podlet ground leads, color-coding bands, 1 podlet 
ground lead, and 1 probe ground lead 

Probe podlet signal lead with 9 color-coding bands 020-2015-00 

Package of 8-channel podlet holders (3 ea) 020-2013-00 

Package of podlet ground leads (10 ea) 020-2014-00 

Podlet ground lead (1 ea) 196-3376-00 
Probe ground lead (1 ea) 196-3377-00 

Package of color-coding bands (9 ea) 334-8479-00 
KiipChip (1 ea) 206-0364-00 
P6490 Probe (probe cable and body only, no leadset or 010-6490-50 

accessories) 
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ERROR MESSAGES 

This appendix lists the GPX error messages and briefly describes 
them. When appropriate, the descriptions include suggestions 
for avoiding or correcting the problem. Italicized words within 
brackets (for example, <number>) indicate variables that the 

GPX supplies when the message is displayed. The messages are 
listed in alphabetical order. 

Conflicts with other action. Ignored. 
Your action list contains conflicting actions, such as a Start 

Timer 0 and a Stop Timer 0 action occurring in the same action 
list or the Do Nothing action used with any other action. The 
first action in the list is executed and any following actions that 
conflict are ignored. 

Ctr/Tmr 0 defined as Counter. Ignored. 
Ctr/Tmr 1 defined as Counter. Ignored. 
Ctr/Tmr 0 defined as Timer. Ignored. 
Ctr/Tmr 1 defined as Timer. Ignored. 
You have used a Ctr/Tmr in one mode (counter or timer) in a 
condition and then added an action that uses the same Ctr/Tmr 
in a different mode. As a result of this conflict, the action is 

ignored. For example, if you use Ctr/Tmr O as a counter and 
then add the action Start Timer 0, the message "Ctr/Tmr 0 

defined as Counter. Ignored."is displayed. 

Disassembler groups may not be modified. 
You attempted to modify a channel group that was loaded by 
disassembler software. These groups cannot be modified. 
However, you can define additional groups which you can modify. 

Insufficient memory to display overly complex trigger 
specification. 
Your trigger specification is too long to be displayed; simplify the 
trigger specification. 

Maximum number of groups defined. 
You attempted to define more than 30 groups. 

Maximum of 32 channels allowed in each group. 
You attempted to insert or add a channel to a group already 
containing the maximum number of channels. 
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Move cursor to a word recognizer input field. 
You used the F5: Change Radix function key to change the radix 
of a field that does not contain a word recognizer. Move the 
cursor to a word recognizer field before executing the Change 
Radix function. 

Move cursor to State, Test, Condition, or Action field to 

add. 
You attempted to add a component to the trigger program using 
the F2: Add function key, but the field cursor was not positioned 
in a state, test, condition, or action field. Move the cursor to the 

type of field you want to add before pressing the F2: Add function 
key. 

No channel groups. 
You have no channel groups assigned to this time base. Use the 
Channel Grouping submenu to assign groups to the time base. 

Not needed with trigger system action. 
You included both Trigger Module and Trigger System in the 
action list for a test. Since the Trigger System action triggers all 
modules, the Trigger Module action is not needed and is ignored. 

Only one Go To action allowed. Ignored. 
You added more than one Go To State action to the action list for 
a test. Only the first Go To State action in the list is executed; 

remaining Go T'o State actions are ignored. 

Place cursor on a word recognizer input field. 
There are two possible actions that result in this error message. 

* You used the F1: Load From Cursor function key to load data 
to a word recognizer field, but the cursor in the GPX Setup or 
Global Storage menu is not positioned on a word recognizer 

field. Move the data cursor to a word recognizer field. 

* You used the F5: Change Radix function key to try to change 
the radix of a field that does not contain a word recognizer. 
Move the cursor to a word recognizer field before executing 
the Change Radix function. 

Place the cursor on the channel you want to delete. 
The cursor was not positioned on a group field when you tried to 
delete a channel. Position the cursor on the group where you 
want to delete a channel. 
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Place the cursor on the group where you want to add a 

channel. 
The cursor was not positioned on a group field when you tried to 
add a channel. Position the cursor on the group where you want 

to add the channel. 

Place the cursor on the group where you want to insert a 
channel. 
The cursor was not positioned on a group field when you tried to 

insert a channel. Position the cursor on the group where you 
want to insert the channel. 

Place the cursor on the Sample Clock you want to add to. 

You tried to use the F2: Add ORed Clock function key to add an 

ORed clock, but the cursor was not on a field in the sample clock 

equation. Move the cursor to the sample clock you want to add 

the ORed clock to. 

Place the cursor on the Sample Clock you want to delete 

from. 
You tried to use the F3: Delete ORed Clock function key to delete 
an ORed clock, but the cursor was not on a field in the sample 
clock equation. Move the cursor to the sample clock from which 
you want to delete the ORed clock. 

Range Recognizer Group requires sequential channel 
order. Use Insert Channel. 
You tried to add a channel to a range recognizer group that was 
added with the F7: Add Range Group function key. The channels 

in the range recognizer group must be in sequential order. Use 

the F1: Insert Channel function key to insert a channel in 
sequential order. Refer to Adding a Range Group in Section 3 for 
more information. 

Setup not restored. Disassembler Support Package 
installed incorrectly. 
You tried to restore a setup with a microprocessor support 

package loaded. In the saved setup, the microprocessor support 
was loaded from a floppy disk. You need to install this floppy 
disk and do the restore again. 

The last action of this test may not be deleted. 
A test must result in at least one action. You cannot delete the 
last action for a test. 
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The last channel of a Range Recognizer Group can not be 
deleted. 
You tried to delete the only remaining channel in a range 
recognizer group that was added with the F7: Add Range Group 
function key. The range recognizer group must contain at least 

one channel. If you want, you can delete the range recognizer 
group with the F6: Delete Group function key. Refer to Types of 
Groups in Section 3 for more information. 

The last condition of this test may not be deleted. 
A test must contain at least one condition. You cannot delete the 
last condition. 

The last state may not be deleted. 
A trigger program must contain at least one state. You cannot 
delete the last state. 

The last test of this state may not be deleted. 
A state in a trigger program must contain at least one test. You 
cannot delete the last test. 

The maximum of four states has been added. 
A trigger program can contain a maximum of four states. 

The maximum of four tests has been added. 
A state in a trigger program can contain a maximum of four 
tests. 

The maximum of seven actions has been added. 
A test can have up to seven actions. 

The maximum of seven conditions has been added. 
A test can contain a maximum of seven conditions. 

There are no samples to load from cursor. 
You used the F1: Load From Cursor function key to load data to 
a word recognizer field, but the data cursor in the Display menu 
is not positioned on an acquired sample. This can sometimes 
occur when the cursor has not been moved after making an 
acquisition. Move the data cursor to the sample you want loaded 
into the word recognizer. 

Unable to change clocking. Check <Name> installation 
and retry. 

The GPX did not find the clocking data for the microprocessor 
support package that you installed. Reinstall the microprocessor 
support package and try again. 

32GPX User Manual
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Error Messages 

Unable to load from cursor. Current module width is 80. 

Acquisition data is 160. 

Unable to load from cursor. Current module width is 160. 

Acquisition data is 80. 

Unable to load from cursor. Current module width is 16. 

Acquisition data is 32. 

Unable to load from cursor. Current module width is 32. 

Acquisition data is 16. 

One of the above messages appears when you use the F1: Load 

From Cursor function key to load data acquired with a module 

width that is different from the current module width. The 

acquired data must be the same width as the current module 

width to use the Load From Cursor function. 

Undefined state. Ignored. 

You have a Go To State action that refers to a non-existent state. 

Either change the reference to an existing state or add the state 

that is referenced. 

Use Insert or Delete Channel to modify a Range 

Recognizer Group. 

You tried to modify the channel number in a range recognizer 

group that was added with the F7: Add Range Group function 

key. You can use either the F1: Insert Channel function key to 

insert a channel or the F3: Delete Channel function key to 

remove a channel. You cannot change the channel number. 

Refer to Types of Groups in Section 3 for more information. 
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32GPX User Manual 

SPECIFICATIONS 

The 32GPX Acquisition Module is a general-purpose logic 
analyzer circuit board that resides in a PRISM mainframe. The 
32GPX board and P6490 probe provide the features of two 
instruments in one: state and high-speed timing. The 32GPX 
can acquire data using two time bases or sampling/storage 
formats in the same acquisition on the same channels. 

Two versions of the 32GPX module are available: the standard 
8K memory version, and the optional 32K deep memory version. 

In addition to general-purpose applications, the 32GPX 
Acquisition Module supports a wide range of disassembly 
software for many microprocessors. 

A single 32GPX module can acquire: 

¢ 80 channels at 200 MHz with asynchronous mode clocking 

¢ 80 channels at 80 MHz with synchronous mode clocking 

¢ 16 channels at 1 GHz with asynchronous mode clocking 
(single time base) 

Two 32GPX boards can be connected with a Weld board. In a 
PRISM 3002 mainframe (or in an expansion mainframe 
connected to a PRISM 3001 mainframe), connecting two boards 

doubles the number of acquisition channels. A two-board 32GPX 
configuration can acquire: 

¢ 160 channels at 200 MHz with asynchronous clocking or 
asynchronous clocking with transitional storage 

¢ 160 channels at 80 MHz with synchronous mode clocking 

¢ 32 channels at 1 GHz with asynchronous mode clocking 
(single time base) 

The two-board, 160-channel configuration requires that both 
boards be of the same type: both must be 8K or both must be 
32K boards. 

The 32GPX board acquires data via one or more P6490 general- 
purpose probes. Each P6490 general-purpose probe furnishes 20 
data/qualifier channels and a clock channel. Up to 4 probes may 
be connected to one 32GPX board to yield 80 acquisition 

channels. 
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Specifications 

The probe's passive/active design uses a separate passive podlet 
for each channel. The podlets connect to the probe, which 
attaches to the 32GPX board via a ribbon cable. 

Each podlet may be locally grounded, while the probe is 
grounded with a flying ground lead. 

CHARACTERISTICS 

This section lists several types of characteristics or specifications. 
The following paragraphs describe terms and conditions used in 
the specification tables. 

Definitions 
The following terms are used in the specification tables: 

s Characteristic: A property of the product. 

o Functional Requirement: Statements that define operational 
characteristics. These operational characteristics are not 
necessarily verified by the customer. 

¢ Performance Requirement: The primary performance 
characteristics of the product that can be verified using 
verification procedures. 

o Supplemental Information: Statements that describe typical 
performance for characteristics of secondary importance 
(those that are not usually verified using verification 
procedures) or supplemental information statements that 
further explain related performance. 

Performance Conditions 
Unless otherwise specified under "Supplemental,” Functional 
and Performance Requirements are valid given the condition 
that the PRISM 3001, 3002 or expansion mainframe has been 
powered on and fully functional for 15 minutes. 

Except where noted specifically as P6490 characteristics, all 
characteristics are the composite result of the 32GPX module 
operating with P6490 probes. 

Specifications 
The following tables list 32GPX Acquisition Module 
specifications. 
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Table D-1 
General Specifications 

Specifications 

  

Characteristic 

Variable threshold 
programmability 

Functional Requirement 

—25V10+7.5 Vin 10 mV steps. 
Each probe has a data threshold. 
The clocks may be assigned to the 
same threshold as the probe on 
which the clock resides, orto a 
single separate clock threshold 
setting. 

Supplemental 

  

Activity detection Transitions are detected for display 
during module setup. Signal level 
(high or low) is indicated for static 

signals. 

Does not apply to clock channels. 

  

Number of channels: 
one board 

two boards connected 
(using the Weld board) 

80 channels in synchronous and/or 
asynchronous mode formats, or 
16 control group channels in high- 
resolution asynchronous mode. 

160 channels in synchronous and/or 
asynchronous mode formats, or 
32 control group channels in high- 
resolution asynchronous mode. 

Clock channels are not stored. 

160-channel operation requires two 
8K GPX modules or two 32K GPX 
modules. Mixing module types is not 
supported. 

  

Time base combinations One or Two, software selectable. 
Time Base B available when Time 
Base A is synchronous. 

Time Base A is synchronous, high 
resolution, or asynchronous with 
transitional storage. 

Time Base B is asynchronous with 
transitional storage. 
  

Channels/Time base Any channel can be assigned to 
either/both of the two time bases. 
  

Clocks Four; one input on each probe. 
    Qualifiers   Four dedicated qualifiers: 

probe group C2, channels 0-3   Custom microprocessor support 
packages may use any clock 
channel as clock or qualifier. 
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Specifications 

Table D-2 
Synchronous Operation 
  

Characteri Functional Requirement 
e 

Clocking programmability One or both edges of a user- 
supplied clock are selectable for 
logging acquisition data. 

Up to two clocking equations may be 
assigned per board, each with up to 
four terms containing a clock edge 
and four qualifiers. 

One clocking equation is always 
defined as the master or end-of- 
cycle clock. 

Supplemental 

Custom microprocessor support 
packages may use a 16-state, 8- 
input, 4-output state machine for 
advanced clocking applications. 

For welded synchronous mode 
operation, clock and qualifier 
sources may be different for each 
board. When requiring the same 
clock or qualifier term on both 
boards, the source must be double- 
probed. 

  

Clocking assignments Each clocking equation is assigned 
to log in any 8-channel group. The 
groups are: A0, A1, A2, A3, DO, D1, 
D2, D3, C2, C3 

Custom microprocessor support 
packages may assign clocks to 
segments of four channels. In 
addition, data may be delayed by 
one additional user clock before 
login qualification. This functionality 
is programmed in 4-channel groups. 

  

Demultiplexing When two clocking equations are 
used, the A group channels may be 
demultiplexed to their corresponding 
D group. Selection is made in 
8-channel groups. 

Demultiplexing may be done in 
groups of four channels by a custom 
microprocessor support package. 

C-group channels cannot be 
demultiplexed. 

  

Table D-3 
Trigger Tests 
  

Characteristic 
  

Functional Requirement Supplemental 
  

Data recognizers 

  

Four: each consists of a range 
recognizer ANDed with a word 
recognizer. 

One of the four may be used for 
global storage qualification. 

  

Word recognizers Four, across all channels Two additional word recognizers are 
dedicated to PDT, and operate on 
the 32 A group channels 

  

Range recognizers Four, dedicated to the 32 A group 
channels. These may operate as 
closed-ended range recognizers or 
in sequential mode. In sequential 
mode, the output becomes true 
when an entry value occurs, and 
talse when the exit value occurs. 

12 range recognizers plus one 
global qualifying word recognizer, 
and 12 counter/timers are available 
for real-time performance analysis. A 
13th counter/timer keeps track of 
total time. 

  

Tekevent signal 
(Intermodule signal)     May receive and test any one of the 

four Tekevent signals. 
Choice of which signal is received 
cannot change during an acquisition.   
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Table D-3 (cont.) 

Specifications 

  

timer. Timer value ranges from 10 ns 
t0 999,990 s. Tested for > or <. 
Counter value ranges from 1 to 
99,999,999,999,999. 

Trigger Tests 

Characteristic Functional Requirement Supplemental 
e 

Counter/Timers Two, either functions as a counter or 

  

Edge detection The data recognizers and Tekevent 
signals may be tested for equal, 
false, going true, or going false. 

Edge detection is applied before the 
combining of test resources. 

  

Test combinations     Four total. Each may consist of the 
AND or OR of data recognizers, 
Tekevent signal, plus counter/timers.   
  

Table D-4 
Trigger and Storage 
  

Characteristic 

Operation 

Functional Requirement 

State based. Four states, each 
containing tests and actions. 
Presented in the form of if-then-else 
constructs and as a set of 
predefined trigger applications. 

[ Supplemental 1 

  

Control The trigger specification is assigned 
to run on Time Base A or Time Base 
B when using two time bases. This 
is called the trigger time base. Data 
recognizers operate on channels 
assigned to the trigger time base. 
  

Actions 

    
Trigger module 

Trigger system 

Tum Time Base A storage on or off 

Turn Time Base B storage on or off 

Store Time Base A 

Store Time Base B 

Increment Counter 

Reset Counter or Timer 

Start Timer 

Stop Timer 

Set/Clear Tekevent signal 

Go to State n, where nis 0 to 3. 

The non-trigger time base triggers 
when the trigger-time base triggers. 

Reset Timer causes a reset and stop 
action. The timer may be started on 
the next trigger cycle. 

(Either signal 1 or signal 2, selection 
limited to one or the other 
throughout an acquisition.) 

Actions may be combined where not 
conflicting.   
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Specifications 

Table D-4 (cont.) 
Trigger and Storage 
  

Expanded mode operation 

Supplemental 
  

Characterist| Functional Requirement 

Viewer can observe high resolution 
(magnified) data during time of 
interest by starting with Time Base B 
initial storage off, and using Time 
Base B storage actions in the trigger 
specification. Expanded data is only 
stored on data transitions for 
efficient memory usage. Trigger time 
base is Time Base A. 

Expanded data is stored about 
125 ns before the event that causes 
the On action and stops about 75 ns 
after the event that causes the Off 
action. 

This is an example of dual-time base 
operation on the GPX, and is 
otherwise known as dynamic 
storage of state and timing data in a 
logic analyzer. 

  

Initial storage control Storage is initially set On or Off for 
each time base at the start of an 
acquisition. 
  

Acquisition trigger holdoff Trigger machine is disabled from 
operation during an acquisition until 
a user-specified percentage of 
memory is filled, provided that initial . 
storage is enabled on at least one 
time base. Otherwise, the trigger 
machine is enabled immediately. 

Tekevent pre-trigger holdoff is also 
activated. 

  

Global storage TRUE or FALSE output from one 
data recognizer may be used to 
force data storage. 
  

Transition mask     Transition detection for transitional 
storage is maskable on any channel.   
  

Table D-5 
Resolution 
  

Characteristic Functional Requirement Supplemental 

  

  

Counter/Timer resolution 10 ns 

Test resolution 10 ns 

Trigger and action resolution 10 ns 
  

Transition detection Time Base A: 5 ns 
Time Base B: 10 ns 

For Time Base A, two 5 ns samples 
are stored when an edge is 
detected on either of two 
consecutive samples. Transitional 
storage is not used for the 1 ns 
asynchronous sampling mode. 

    rate 
Asynchronous mode sampling Time Base A:1nsor5ns 

Time Base B: 10 ns     
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Table D-5 (cont.) 
Resolution 

Specifications 

  

Characteristic 

Time stamp resolution 

Functional Requirement 

1 ns for high resolution mode, 
10 ns for synchronous mode 
data, 5 ns for asynchronous 
mode with transitional. 

Supplemental 

  

Memory depth: 

standard 

deep option 

8192 (8K) 
32 768 (32K) 

Time stamp and data share 
acquisition memory. Time stamp is 
stored whenever the interval 
between stored data samples 
exceeds 5 ns. Time stamp occupies 
1/2 total memory in synchronous 
mode and up to 1/2 memory in 
other modes. 

  

Maximum acquisition time for 
1GS/s 

78.19 hours (3 days, 6 hours, 11 
minutes) in high resolution mode 
(1GSIs). 
  

Maximum acquisition time 
except for 1 GS/s 

390.9 hours (16 days, 6 hours, 

56 minutes). 
  

Minimum acquisition time at full 
acquisition depth 

standard 

deep option     40.96 s 163.84 s     
  

Table D-6 
DC Characteristics 
     

Characteristic 

Threshold accuracy 
        

  

Performance Requirement 

    

+75 mVin range: 

—-1.5V <threshold < +35V 

otherwise, +150 mV 

   Supplemental 

  
  

Table D-7 
P6490 DC Specifications 
  

Characteristic Performance Requirement Supplemental 
  

Input capacitance 5 pF +1 pF 
  

Input resistance 100 kQ +0.25% 
  

Minimum input voltage 
swing       

Threshold £250 mV includes 
threshold error. Applies to 
thresholds —1.5t0 +3.5 V.   
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Table D-8 
AC Characteristics 

  

Characteristic 

Maximum user clock rate 

Performance 
Requirement 

80 MHz 

Supplemental 

Minimum time between active clock edges is 
125 ns. 

  

  

  

    

Minimum clock pulse width | 5 ns 

Minimum setup time, probe | 5 ns 1V swing, centered on 0.0 V, with slew rate 
data to any probe clock for of 1V/ns. 
acquisition. 

Minimum setup time, probe 5ns 
qualifier to probe clock for 

clocking For custom clocking, all clocks and qualifiers 
contributing to the clocking state machine 
must meet the setup time requirement with 
respect to all selected clock edges. 

For general purpose clocking, any selected 
qualifier must meet the setup time 
requirement with respect to all selected clock 
edges. 

Minimum hold time required, | 0 ns 1V swing, centered on 0.0 V, with slew rate 
probe clock to probe data for 
acquisition     of 1 V/ns. 
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Table D-8 

Specifications 

AC Characteristics (cont.) 
  

Characteristic 

Minimum hold time, probe 
clock to qualifier for clocking 

Performance 
Requirement Supplemental 

Ons 

For custom clocking, all clocks and qualifiers 
contributing to the clocking state machine 
(CSM) must meet the hold time requirement 
with respect to all selected clock edges. 

For general purpose clocking, any selected 
qualifier must meet the hold time 
requirement with respect to all selected clock 
edges. 

  

Asynchronous mode data 
skew between channels 

15ns 

  

Timing accuracy except for 
200 MS/s and 100 MS/s 

Within 1 sampling period 

  

Timing accuracy at 1GS/s 

  

One module 30ns 

Two modules 4.0 ns 

Minimum acquirable data 

pulse width (single channel) Acquirable pulse width is that required to 
100 MS/s 125ns ensure data storage only. 

200 MS/s 75ns 

1GS/s 5ns 
    Minimum testable data pulse 
width, asynchronous mode 
(multiple channels) 

One module 

Two modules     Testable pulse width is that required to 
ensure testability across multiple channels. 

132 ns 

14.7 ns 
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Table D-9 
Mechanical Specifications 
  

Characteristic 
  

Probe cable 

Description | 
60 in long by 2.50 in wide, 0.025 in pitch ribbon cable 
  

Probe housing 3.0 in long by 2.5 in wide by 0.5 in high 
  

Podlet cables 10 in long by 0.095 in wide, twisted pair 
  

  

  

Podlet ends 1.75 in long by 0.10 in per side, with female end opposite podlet 
cable 

Podlet holder 1.30in by 0.900 in by 0.275 in 

Podlet ground 2.7 inlong 
  

Probe ground 5 in long by 0.095 in wide, twisted pair 
  

Table D-10 
Environmental Specifications 
  

Characteristic Description 
—   

  

  

  

  

          

Temperature 
Operation +10 to +40°C 
Storage —20 to +50°C 

Humidity 10% to 85% Relative Humidity 

Altitude 
Operating 15,000 ft (4.5 km) 
Non-operating 50,000 ft (15 km) 

Vibration 0.015in (0.38 mm) @ 10 to 55 Hz 

Shock 30g@ 11 ms 

Electrostatic immunity 10 kV through 1 kQ from 500 pF 
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INDEX 
30C02 GPIB support application, 1-11 

A 
accessories 

32GPX optional, B-1 
32GPX standard, B-1 
P6490 optional, B-2 
P6490 standard, B-2 
acquiring data, 1-5, 3-66 

acquisition depth 
acquisition depth field, 3-22B 
high-resolution mode and refmems, 3-67 
maximum memory depth available, 3-22C 
See also memory depth 

acquisition modes 
asynchronous, 2-10, 3-7, 3-19, 3-20 
high resolution, 3-20 
‘microprocessor support, 3-20 
selecting, 3-18 
synchronous, 2-10, 2-12, 3-7, 3-20, 3-56 
transitional, 3-19 

Acquisition Status menu, 2-8, 3-66 
acquisition, auto-run, 3-66 

acquisition, incomplete, 3-66 
action field, 3-32 
action resources, 3-33 
actions 

conflicting or redundant, 3-32 
maximum number of, 3-32 
selecting for a test, 3-32 through 3-33 

active state, initial, 3-24 
activity indicators, 2-5, 3-52 
adapters, KlipChip, 2-2, A-4, A-11 
adding 

channel groups, 3-43 
channels, 3-45, 3-46 
conditions, 3-31 
ORed clock, 3-58 
range group, 3-48 
states, 3-34 

tests, 3-32 
application packages, optional 

30C02 GPIB support, 1-11 
LA-CONNECT, 1-10 
microprocessor disassembly, 1-9 
Performance Analysis, 1-10 through 1-11 
Prototype Debug Tool, 1-9 

application software 
installing onto hard disk, A-2 
loading from floppy disks, A-3 

asynchronous mode, 2-10, 3.7, 3-18, 3-19 
Auto key, 1-5 
auto-run acquisition, 3-66 
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B 
Boolean operator, 3-25, 3-31 
box, test, 3-24 
bus form, 2-19 

C 
cable retainer, probe, A-5 
Channel Grouping submenu 

changing input radixes, 3-47 
default groups for 160 channels, 3-51 
default groups for 80 channels, 3-41 
displaying activity indicators, 2-5 
setting threshold levels, 2-4 
setting threshold voltages, 2-3, 3-52 through 3-55 

channel groups 
160-channel module, 3-50 through 3-51 
adding a range group, 3-48 
adding and deleting channels, 3-45 through 3-46 
adding and deleting, 3-43 through 3-45 

adding next channel, 2-5 
assigning groups names, 3-46 

assigning to time bases, 2-6, 3-47 
changing names, 2-6, 3-46 
changing section or channel number, 2-5 
changing the radix, 3-47 
creating, 3-41 through 3-51 
defining, 3-43 through 3-51 
deleting a channel, 25 
deleting a group, 2-6, 3-45 
maximum number, 3-43 
‘microprocessor, 3-43 
modifying existing channels, 3-46 
range, 3-42 

restoring default groups, 2-6, 3-49 
saving, 3-49 

standard, 3-43 

types, 3-42, 3-43 
where used, 3-42 

channel numbers, changing, 3-46 
channel sections, changing, 3-46 
characteristics, D-2 
clock 

asynchronous, 3-7, 3-18, 3-19 
edge-sensitive lines, 3-57 
external, 3-18, 3-56 
generated by GPX, 3-18 
internal, 3-18 
level-sensitive qualifier lines, 3-57 
sample clock equations, 3-57 through 3-58 
synchronous, 3-18 
synchronous, definition of, 3-7 
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clock equations, sample, 3-57 through 3-58 
clock lines, edge-sensitive, 2-12 
clock qualifier lines, level-sensitive, 2-13 
Clocking Options submenu 

displaying, 3-63 
example, 2-13, 3-63 
function, 1-4, 3-63 
optional software required, 2-13, 3-63 

clocking thresholds. See probe and clocking thresholds 
clocking, multiple-phase, 3-60 through 3-62 
clocking, single-phase, 3-58, 3-61 
color code 

leadset, 2-2, A-5 
PRISM label, A-5 
probe body, A-5 

color code, resistor, A-8 
conditions 

adding, 3-31 
Boolean operator field, 3-31 
defining trigger, 3-24 through 3-31 
deleting, 3-31 

maximum number, 3-31 
multiple, 3-25 
types, 3-25 

using sample conditions, 3-26 through 3-31 
conditions, performance, D-2 
connecting probe bodies, A-13 
Cont key, 1-5 
counter 

advancing, 3-30 
controlled by, 3-30 
fields 3-29 
final value as a condition, 3-30 
operator field, 3-30 
uses, 3-25, 3-29 

values, 3-13, 3-29 
viewing final value, 3-30 

CSi_LINK, 1-10 
Ctr/Tmr condition, 3-25, 3-29 
custom clocking, 3-20 

D 
dashed line in trigger indicator field, 3-21 
data displays 

as digital waveform, 1-7 
as graph, 1-8 
as logical values in table format, 1-6 
default, 3-66 

data pattern, loading from the cursor, 3-65 
data recognizer, 3-25 
data, displaying, 3-67 
default channel groups, restoring, 3-49 
default radixes, 3-47 
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deleting 
channel groups, 3-45 
channels, 3-46 
conditions, 3-31 

ORed clock, 3-58 
states, 3-35 
tests, 3-32 

demultiplexing, 3-62 
Display menus 

Graph, 1-8 
State Table, 1-6 
Timing Diagram, 1-7 

displaying data, 3-67 
Don't Care character, 3-14, 3-27 
dual time bases, 1-2, 3-8 

E 
edge detection, 3-26 
equations, sample clock, 3-57 through 3-58 
error messages, C-1 through C-5 
Execution Control Setup menu, 1-5 
external clock. See synchronous acquisition mode 

F 

First field, 3-28 
function keys, Channel Grouping submenu 

F1: Insert Channel, 2-5, 3-45 
F2: Add Next Channel, 2-5, 3-46 
F8: Delete Channel, 2-5, 3-46 
F4: Default Grouping, 2-6, 3-49 
F5: Add Group, 2-5, 3-48 
F6: Delete Group, 2-6, 3-45 
F7: Add Range Group, 3-48 
F8: Exit Submenu, 2-6 

function keys, Global Storage 
F1: Load From Cursor, 3-40 

hange Radix, 3-40 
F8: Exit Submenu, 3-40 

function keys, Setup menu 
F1: Load From Cursor, 3-14, 3-65 

Add, 3-31, 3-32, 3-34 
F3: Delete, 3-31, 3-32, 3-35 
F4: Clocking Options, 213, 3-14, 3-56, 3-63 
F5: Change Radix, 3-14, 3-27, 3-64 
F6: Channel Grouping, 2-4, 3-14, 3-41, 3-52 
F7: Global Storage, 3-15, 3-38 
F8: Split Display, 3-5, 3-15 
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function keys, Synchronous Clocking submenu 
F1: Undo All Changes, 3-58 
F2: Add ORed Clock, 3-58 
F3: Delete ORed Clock, 3-58 
F4: Default Clocking, 3-58 
F6: Multiple Phase, 3-60, 3-61 
F8: Exit Submenu, 2-13 

function keys, trigger application 
F1: Load From Cursor, 3-14 

F4: Clocking Options, 2-13 
F4: Sync Clocking, 2-12, 3-14 
F5: Change Radix, 3-14 
F6: Channel Grouping, 2-4, 3-14 
F7: Global Storage, 3-15 
F8: Split Display, 3-15 

G 
general safety summary, x-xi 
global storage 

condition test symbol field, 3-39 
displaying the Global Storage submenu, 3-38 
enable field, 3-39 
function keys, 3-40 
interaction with trigger program, 3-38 
recognizer data field, 3-39 
sample condition mode field, 3-39 
transition qualification mask field, 3-39 
using, 3-38 through 3-40 

Global Storage submenu, 1-4 
GPIB support, 1-11 
GPX module installation, A-1 
graph menu, 1-8 
ground lead, podlet, A-13 
ground lead, probe, A-13 
grounding guidelines, A-14 through A-15 
grounding, probe 

compromises, A-12 

configurations, A-13 
general guidelines, A-14 through 15 
purpose, A-12 
stacking probes, A-13 

Group Name field, 3-46 
group names 

assigning, 3-46 
changing, 3-46 
length of, 3-46 

groups. See channel groups 

H 
hardware analysis, 3-7 
high-resolution acquisition mode, 3-20 3-67 
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inactive channels, 2-5 

initial active state, 3-24 
initial storage 

effects on trigger indicator, 3-21 

incomplete postfill, 3-22A 
Initial Storage fields, 3-22A 
missed triggers, 3-22B 
setting, 3-22A 

inserting a channel, 3-45 
installing and loading software, A-1 through A-3 
installing software, defined, A-1 
installing the GPX module, A-1 
intermodule trigger signal, 3-25 
internal clock. See asynchronous clocking 

K 
key features of GPX, 1-1 
KlipChip adapters, 2-2, A-4, A-11 

L 
LA-LINK application, 1-10, 3-64 
leadset 

connecting to probe, 2-2 
connecting to system under test, 2-2 

level detection, 3-26 
lines 

clock, 3-57 
qualifier, 3-57 

loading and installing software, A-1 
loading data from the cursor, 3-65 
loading software, defined, A-1 

M 
masking channels, 3-38 
memory 

filling posttrigger, 3-21 through 3-22B 
filling pretrigger, 3-21 through 3-22B 

memory depth 
160-channel module compatibility, 3-36 
acquisition depth field, 3-22B 
getting the most out of deep memory, 3-22D 
standard and optional deep memory, 1-2 
See also acquisition depth 
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menus 
See also specific menus. 
Acquisition Status, 2-8 
Channel Grouping submenu, 2-3, 3-41, 3-52 

Clocking Options submenu, 2-13, 3-63 
Clobal Storage submenu, 3-38 through 3-40 
Graph, 1-8 
Setup, 1-3, 2-7, 8-3 through 3-5 
State Table, 1-6, 2-14, 2-15 
Symbol Definition Edit, 3-64 
Synchronous Clocking submenu, 2-12, 3-56 
Timing Diagram, 1-7, 2-8 

microprocessor mnemonic disassemblers, 1-9 
microprocessor support acquisition mode, 3-20 
microprocessor support clocking options, 2-13 
microprocessor support package 

channel groups, 3-43 
synchronous clocking set, 3-7 

module setup, saving a, 3-49 
module width 

160 channels, 3-37, 3-50 through 3-51 
80 channels, 3-37, 3-41 

module, GPX, installation, A-1 
multiple-phase clocking 

assigning sample clock equations, 3-61 
display, 3-60 
setting up for, 3-60 
specifying clock equations, 3-61 

multiple-phase clocking, 3-62 

N 
names, assigning group, 346 
no trigger event, 3-66 

0 
operator, Boolean, 3-25, 3-31 
options and accessories, GPX, B-1 

P 
P6490. See Probe, General Purpose 
pattern radixes, 3-64 through 3-65 
Performance Analysis application, 1-10 through 1-11 
performance conditions, D-2 
podlet holders 

connecting to probe adapters, A4 
description, A-8 
highest quality ground, A-13 
mechanical dimensions, A-15 through A-16 
removing podlets from, 2-2, A-4, A-8 
with microprocessor support, A-8 
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Index 

v 
viewing data 

graph, 1-8 
state data in timing diagram, 2-20 
state data, 1-6, 3-8 
timing data, 1-7, 3-7 

w 
word recognizer fields, 3-27, 3-28 
word recognizer, 3-27 

X 
X (Don't Care), 3-14, 3-27 
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